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ABSTRACT
This work is divided into three related but self-con-
tained parts.
In the first part an inversion theorem similar to M6bius
inversion is derived for the set of partitions of the integer
n partially ordered by the dominance ordering. This theorem
is then used to obtain a purely combinatorial derivation of
the irreducible characters of the symmetric group Sn, to ob-
tain results about symmetric functions such as an immediate
proof of the Fundamental Theorem of symmetric functions, and
to study a new type of transitivity of group actions which is
a generalization of both k-transitivity and k-set-transitivity.
In Part II we take an entirely new approach to symmetric
functions via distribution and occupancy, exploiting this ap-
proach to yield some new results, such as a new interpretation
of Philip Hall's inner product.
In Part III we obtain a Hopf algebra H from consider-
ations involving the lattice of partitions of a set. For any
commutative algebra A, the submonoid Alg(H,A) of the algebra
Hom(H,A) is isomorphic to the monoid of invertible power series
in one variable t over A with respect to the operation of
composition.
Thesis Supervisor: Gian-Carlo Rota
Title: Professor of Mathematics
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Introduction
Although this thesis is divided into three self-contained
parts, there is a guiding theme which runs throughout. This
is to derive the theory of permutation groups (or symmetric
groups, as they are also called), especially symmetric functions
and symmetric group representations, in a purely combinatorial
manner. That is, to find, for every formula involving posi-
tive integers, something that these numbers count, and to get
from these formulas to all others by means of Mtbius (or some
similar) inversion over a suitably chosen partially ordered
set (poset).
The poset involved in Part I is the set of partitions
X = (X, 1X 2,...) of a fixed integer n, ordered by dominance:
X< iff X1+X2+ ... + A P...+Pi for all i,
while that used in Part II is the lattice of partitions of an
n-set (ordered by refinement). It is instructive to take
approaches to the symmetric group via both of these posets,
for while the first approach turns out to be more powerful
(only through it do we obtain the irreducible characters of
the symmetric group and the important Schur functions), the
second is certainly more elegant.
As an example of what we have been discussing, consider
the elementary symmetric functions, which are expressible as
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linear combinations of the monomial symmetric functions with
positive integer coefficients. These coefficients, in Part I
are shown to count certain 0-1 matrices, and in Part II they
count the number of functions from an n-set to an infinite set
satisfying certain conditions. To obtain the monomial sym-
metric function in terms of the elementary, we use a suitable
inversion theorem. In Part I this is a new and useful type of
inversion related to Mobius invertion, while in Part II it is
simply Mobius inversion over the lattice of partitions.
It should be stated now just what it means to derive the
irreducible characters of the symmetric group combinatorially.
If we are just to use combinatorial arguments and leave aside
the theory of linear representations of groups, as we wish to
do, then how are we to recognize that what we have at the end
of the derivation are, in fact, the irreducible characters of
Sn? What we do is come up with, using combinatorial techniques
and verifications, a family of integer-valued mappings on Sn
which satisfy a number of properties. We further show that
this is the only family satisfying these properties. Only at
this point do we appeal to a minimal knowledge of group repre-
sentation theory, noting that the irreducible characters of Sn
themselves satisfy these properties. (The necessary results
can be found in the first twenty-three pages of J. P. Serre's
book "Representations Lineaires des Groupes Finis").
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In Part III we show how some simple facts about the lat-
tice of partitions, together with deeper results about it
derived in "The Idea of Generating Function" by P. Doubilet,
G.-C. Rota, and R. Stanley,can be used to produce an inter-
esting Hopf algebra. With this Hopf Algebra H and any com-
mutative algebra A, the monoid of algebra homomorphisms from
H to A (see [45]) is isomorphic to the monoid of invertible
formal power series in one variable t over A, under the
operation of composition.
A somewhat more detailed introduction to the contents
of the thesis can be found at the beginning of each of the
three parts.
A kcknowledgement is now due to the two people whose
help has been most useful to me in the completion of this work.
The ideas, suggestions, and encouragement of Doctor Gian-Carlo
Rota have been vital to me over the last two years. Just as
important has been the unfailing support of my darling wife,
who made it all seem worthwhile.
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Part 0. Basic Definitions and Terminology
We will summarize here most of the definitions and results
which are necessary to read this exposition. We include only
those concepts and notations which play a major role in and
occur in a substantial part of the work; others of more minor
importance will be introduced at the appropriate point in the
text.
A partial ordering relation (denoted by < or <) on a set
P is one which is reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric
(that is, a<b and b<a imply a=b). A set P together with a
partial ordering is a partially ordered set, or simply an
ordered set. A total ordering is a partial ordering for which
given any two a, bsP, either a<b or b<a. A segment [a,b] for
a,beP is the set of all elements ceP satisfying a<c<b. All
ordered sets considered here will be finite.
For the definition of Mobius inversion over finite
partially ordered sets, see (38].
An ordered set P is said to have a 0 or a 1 if it has a
unique minimal or maximal element.
The product PxQ of ordered sets P and Q is the set of
ordered pairs (p,q), where peP and qeQ, endowed with the order
(p,q)<(r,s) whenever p<r and q<s. The product of any number
of partially ordered sets is defined similarly.
A lattice is an ordered set in which any two elements a
and b have a greatest lower bound aAb and a least upper bound
avb (see [3]).
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A partition X of an integer n is a set of positive inte-
gers, called the parts of X, whose sum is n. The following
notations will be used extensively;
(i) X-n means "X is a partition of n".
(ii) X= (XlX 2 '''''Ap) denotes the partition whose
parts are X ,X2 '''''Xp, written in non-
increasing order.
(iii) X= (X1 ,X1 ...) includes the parts of X in non-
increasing order, followed by
Ap~ = X A = 0 = 0xp+1 Xp+2 '''O
(iv) X= (12 is the partition with k, parts
equal to 1, k2 parts equal to 2, etc.
k1  k2
(v) !xl !X2!.. = * 1! 2! 20 if
k 2k2X= (X 1 1 X 2 1 **) =(12 ... )
(vi) 'X| = k1 !k 2 ! '''
(vii) sign X= (-1) k2+2k3+3kg+..(the reason for this
notation will become obvious soon).
We will use symbols X,y,p for partitions of an integer.
The set of partitions of n is partially ordered by the
dominance ordering -4, defined by
X<y if X1 +X2l+..+ y '+2+ . + y for all i.
It is totally ordered by the lexicographic ordering < :
X< y if A1<yl or (Xl=yl and X2<i2 ) or
-10-
(AX=1- 1X2- V2, and A3 3
or
It is easily verified that X-< implies X<Lp.
The Young diagram of shape X (sometimes called the
Ferrer's graph) is the left adjusted array of dots with X
dots in the first row, X2 dots in the second row, etc., in
which the first dots from all rows lie in a column, the second
dots form a column, etc. For example, the Young diagram of
(4,3,1,1) = (1 234) is
The conjugate partition X of X is the shape obtained by
transposing the Young diagram of shape X about its main
diagonal. That is, X = (X1, X21 .. ) where Xi is the length
of the ith column in the Young diagram of X. For example,
the conjugate of (4,3,1,1) is (4,2,2,1).
A column-strict plane partition (costripp) of shape X is
an array of positive integers of shape X in which the rows are
increasing non-strictly, the columns increasing strictly. A
row-strict plane partition (costripp) is defined similarly.
Note that the conjugate of a costripp is a rostripp and vice
versa. The type of a costripp is the sequence (a11a2 '''')'
where ai is the number of occurrences of the integer i in the
costripp.
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A composition a of n is a sequence (a1,a2 ,...) of non-
negative integers whose sum is n. Symbols a and $ will refer
to compositions.
We use the notation K(X,a) to stand for the number of
costripps of shape X and type a. Note that a must be a
composition of the same integer n of which X is a partition
if we are to have K(X,a)/O.
If A = (X1,..., Xp) is a partition of n and T is a permu-
tation of {1,2,...,m} where m~p, then by T*X we mean the parti-
tion of n whose parts (including 0) are A1+T(l)-l, X2+T(2)-2,...
if all X+r(i)-i are non-negative, and T*X is undefined other-
wise. Note that T*X is defined only if (though not "if and
only if")tt(p+l) = p+l, T(p+2) = p+2,..., T(m) = m.
We will devote much time to matrices with non-negative
integer entries and matrices with entries 0 or 1. To simplify
notation, unless otherwise stated matrices will have infinitely
many rows and columns (i.e., a matrix will be an array (a .)
where i,j=1,2,...), though only finitely many rows and columns
will contain non-zero entries. The row-sum vector of a matrix
(a .) is the sequence a = (a1 1a2 ,...), where ai is the sum of
the entries in the ith row. The column-sum vector 0 is defined
similarly. Note that a and 0 are compositions of the same
integer. We will use the notation M(a,8) (M(a,)) for the set
of matrices with non-negative integer entries (0-1 matrices)
vector
with row-sumaa, column-sum 8. m(a,$) and m(a,$) stand for
the number of elements in M(a,O) and M(a,O) respectively.
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Note that there is a 1-1 correspondence between M(a,O) and
M(O,a) (simply transpose matrices) and between R(a,O) and
R(O,a), so m(a,8) = m(8,a) and ii(a,0) = i(,a). Further, if
a' is a rearrangement of the sequence a and 8' of 8, there is
a one-to-one correspondence between M(a,8) and M(a',8'), and
also between M(a,a) and M(a',8'). Hence m(a,0) = m(a',a') and
5~(aI8) = iiiW , V) .
A partition of a set S is a collection of disjoint non-
empty subsets of S whose union is S. The subsets of S making
up the partition are called the blocks of the partition. The
lattice of partitions R(S) of a set S (sometimes written Hn
if S has n elements) is the set of partitions ordered by re-
finement: a partition a is less than a partition w (or is a
refinement of w) if every block of a is contained in a block
of v. The 0 of R(S) is the partition whose blocks are the
one-point subsets of S, and the 1 of R(S) is the partition with
one block. That VAa and rva exist is easily verified, the
blocks of WAa being all (non-empty) intersections BnB' of a
block B of w with a block B' of a.
It is not difficult to verify that every segment [a,w) is
kk
isomorphic to the direct product R1 x k2 x ... of k copies
of 1, k 2 copies of H2, etc. where ki is the number of blocks
of w composed of i blocks of a. To the segment [a,w] we as-
sociate the integer partition X(a,w) = (1 2 2...). The sign
of the segment [a,wl is (-l)k2+2k2 , that is, the sign of
X(a,'f).
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The underlying partition of n X (n) of ein is the parti-
kg k2
tion X(ir) = (1 12 2...), where k is the number of blocks of
w with i elements. Note that X(w) = (0,f)l. We also define
sign w = (-1) 23 (=sign X (W) = sign (0,7r)).
The M6bius function on Hn is given by (see (3], [9] and
[38] for this and other facts about Hn
(0,1) =(-1)n-i(n-1)!
y(O,l) = R (-1) (-l) ]ki-l k.
if A (air) = (U1 2 2
The reader should know at least the following facts about
the symmetric group S (A) (or SA) , the group of permutations
of the finite set A (also written Sn if A has n elements).
Any permutation can be written as a product of disjoint
cycles (see (4] for definitions), and hence to each permuta-
tion T in Sn we can associate the partition X (T) of n by
k1 k2(T)= (1 2 ... ), where k is the number of cycles of length i.
X is called the type of T. The number of elements of Sn Of
type X is denoted [ ] and is easily computed to be
n!
1 k1 !2 k2  '''
It is easily verified (see [24]) that two permutations in
Sn are conjugate if and only if they have the same underlying
partition of n (i.e., the same type). Hence the number of
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conjugacy classes in Sn is just p(n), the number of partitions
of n. By the conjugacy class X of Sn' we will mean the con-
jugacy class consisting of all TESn of type A.
The sign of TeSn is (-1)k2+2k3+... where (T)=(lk12 k2
By a symmetric function we mean here a power series
f(Xx2,...) in infinitely many variables, with coefficients
in Q, the field of rational numbers, satisfying
f(X ,...,Xi,...,X ,...) = f(X P* I' ,. ., ,...,X ,...).
The set of all symmetric functions of homogeneous degree n is
a vector space denoted En. For each XA-n, define
k x(xX2,...) "or simply k, to be the sum of all distinct
monomials Xi 1 , X2 p , where i fik for all jfk. These
1 2 p
are easily seen to form a basis for En (see (42]), and hence
En has dimension p(n). Several other important symmetric
functions will be defined in this work.
Finally, we will summarize the results from group repre-
sentation theory necessary. To read most of this work, one
need only be familiar with group actions (i.e., permutation
representations) and related concepts such as orbits. These
are defined in Chapter 1.2; for more detail see [47].
A few elementary results about linear representations
are needed, though appeal to them is always deferred to as
late a stage as possible. They are used at the end of
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Chapter 1.2 and in Chapter 1.4. These results can be found
in the first twenty-three pages of J. P. Serre's book (41].
The relevant results are:
(i) A class function on a finite group G is a proper
character if and only if it is a linear combination with
non-negative integer coefficients of the irreducible
characters.
(ii) The irreducible characters form an orthonormal
basis for the Hilbert space of class functions.
-16.-
PART I. A Combinatorial Approach to the Representations of
the Symmetric Group and to Symmetric Functions
This part of the thesis is devoted to a derivation of the
irreducible characters of the symmetric group and of the theory
of symmetric functions in a purely combinatorial and straight-
forward way. The essential difference between our approach and
others before it is in our use of the inversion theorem proved
in Chapter I.l. It is this combinatorial result which allows
us to proceed at key points where others were forced to stop or
to employ non-combinatorial techniques. For example, Snapper
[42] considers symmetric group characters from a point of view
much the same as ours, but cannot isolate the irreducible
characters themselves.
Techniques involving the inversion theorem are then used
to study symmetric functions. The chief merit of this ap-
proach is the ease with which we are able to derive the prop-
erties of the important Schur functions and demonstrate the
equivalence of the various definitions of them. Multiplica-
tion of Schur functions is also considered.
We then proceed to demonstrate the isomorphism between
the space of characters of Sn and symmetric functions of
homogeneous degree n, via the Frobenius isomorphism. This
relationship between the spaces is used when we end Part I
with some applications of our techniques to study a new type
of transitivity of group actions. We obtain an interesting
-17-
result which generalizes one of D. Livingstone and A. Wagner
[28]. Another result which we obtain is a useful one relating
to the number of matrices with non-negative integer entries
(or entries 0 and 1) with fixed row and column sums.
-18-
Chapter I.1. An Inversion Theorem involving Partitions
The partially ordered set of partitions of the integer
n with respect to the ordering of dominance is one which is
of central importance in the study of the symmetric group
and of symmetric functions. In this chapter we derive a
very useful result about this partial ordering, determining
an inversion theorem analogous to Mobius inversion over this
partially ordered set. This inversion theorem will, in
later chapters, be used to provide the key step in a number
of proofs involving symmetric group characters and symmetric
functions.
§l. Knuth's Correspondences
Recall from the section on definitions the notation
K(X,a) for the number of costripps of shape X and type a,
and M(a,3) (M(cf)) for the set of matrices with non-negative
integer entries (entries 0 and 1) with row sums a, column
sums a. Further m(a, ) and m(cS) are the sizes of sets
M(a, ) and M(aS) respectively. As stated in that previous
section, we use symbols X,p,v,p for partitions of n, and a,a
for compositions of n.
Knuth's correspondence is an algorithm which provides a
one-to-one correspondence between matrices A in M(a,3) and
pairs (C,C') of costripp's of the same shape in which C is of
-19-
type a, C' is of type S. The dual correspondence of Knuth
proves the analogous result for matrices in M(a,$), in which
C and C' are now of conjugate shapes. In other words:
Proposition 1. m(a,3) = E K(p,a)K(p, ) and
pi-n
mT(az,3) = EK(p,a)K(p,6),
p
and in each case there is an algorithmic one-to-one correspon-
dence between the sets counted by the expressions on the left
and right sides.
Before proceeding with the proof, a discussion of the
background of the result is in order. Something similar to
the first correspondence appeared originally in a paper by
Robinson [37, Sec. 5], though stated in quite different terms.
This correspondence in essentially its present form is due to
Schensted, who used it as an algorithm to determine the longest
increasing and decreasing subsequences of a sequence of in-
tegers [39]. Further results were added by Schutzenberger
[40]. The correspondence in exactly the form appearing here
was first presented by Knuth, who is alone responsible for
the dual correspondence [22].
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Proof: We will describe the first correspondence A+(C,C') and
sketch the verification that it works. We will also describe
how to modify this correspondence to obtain the dual one.
To the matrix A first associate the sequence (i1,j1),
(i2'92)I''*'( n'n) of ordered pairs of integers in which the
pair (i,j) appears a.. times and in which the pairs are placed
1J
in increasing lexicographic order (i.e., iS-1i sor
(is-1 i s and js-ljs) for s=2,3,...,n). Note that this gives
a one-to-one correspondence between M(a,3) and the family of
sequences of ordered pairs in which the integer k appears a k
times as some is and Sk times as some js'
We now construct arrays of integers C lC 2 '***'Cn=C and
CiC ,.., C'=C'. Let C1 be the one element array il, Ci the
&ne element array jl. Assume Cr and C' have been constructed,
and are costripps of the same shape, Cr having entries
i,...,i r' C' having entries jl,...,jr. We now insert j r+l
in C' as follows: Place jr+l in the first row of C' in the
space immediately following the rightmost element in the first
row which is <jr+1, if such an element exists, and if not,
plaaeejr+l at the beginning of the row. If some element al-
ready occupies this space, it is "bumped" down into the
second row, where it is inserted in the same manner as jr+l
was inserted into the first row, possibly "bumping" some-
thing down into the third row. The process continues until
some element is inserted at the end of a row, thus not dis-
placing another element, and the array obtained is Cr+1. To
obtain C r+ from C r, note that the shape of C'+1 differs from
-21-
the shape of C' in that one row is longer by 1, and place ir+1
at the end of the corresponding row in Cr. Thus Cr+l and
Cr+1 have the same shape.
Before continuing with the proof let us give an example:
1 0 1
Let A= 0 2
1 0 0
The corresponding sequence of pairs is: ((1,1), (1,3),
(2,2), (2,2), (2,3), (3,1)). The costripps
C{,...,C=C' and C1 ,C2 =C are:
C!
13
12
3
Ci
11
2
112
2
1122
2
1122
2
3
122
3
1223
3
1123
2
3.
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Back to the proof:
We must now verify that Cr+1 and Cr+1 are in fact co-
stripps. To do this we prove two Facts:
Fact 1:
Fact 2:
A bumped element is always placed in a position
directly under its original position or to the left
of this. This follows since C' is a costripp and
so each element is strictly less than the element
beneath it.
If one of a string of equal elements is bumped, it
must be the left-most one.
This fact follows immediately from the way an ele-
ment is bumped.
From Fact 1, it follows that Cr (and hence C+ 1)r+1 +
is at least of a proper shape, i.e., the row into
which the last element is bumped is no longer than
the previous row. To prove that C+1 has
its columns strictly decreasing, note that the only
way this could fail would be to have a pair of con-
secutive rows
a ... b ...
c ... d ...
in C' such that a is bumped into the position occupied by d,
.r
or to have a pair of consecutive rows
... x ... x ...
... y ... z ...
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in C' such that the second x is bumped into the position occu-
r
pied by y. The first of these is impossible because of Fact 1,
the second because of Fact 2. Since C'+1 by construction is
(non-strictly) increasing in the rows, we have proved that
Cr+1 is indeed a costripp.
rl
Why is C r+1 a costripp? We have already shown that it
has a proper shape, and since ili2c''' n, it follows that
the rows and columns of C r+l are increasing at least non-
strictly. It remains only to show that the columns increase
strictly. To do this, it suffices to show that if ir+1" r'
then in C r+l r+1 is placed either at the end of the row in
which i r is located or at the end of a higher row (this would
preclude the possibility of having ir+l and ir in the same
column). But this follows from the fact that jr iir+l (since
(irJ jr)(r+1'jr+1) in the lexicographic ordering), by the
following argument: Suppose the insertion of jr into Cr
initiates a bumping process which places new elements
bib 2''..bq into the first q rows (where bl=jr and bq is
placed at the end of the qth row). Let the corresponding
elements for the insertion of jr+1 into Cr be dl,d2,...,ds'
Then d1>b1 (since d =jr+l-r=bl), and one can easily show in-
ductively that d2> 2 , d3 3 , etc. Hence if s>q, then d >b
and when d is bumped into the q th row it is placed at the
end of the row and the bumping stops there, so s=q. Thus
s<q as was to be shown.
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Hence C and C' are costripps of the same shape. The
number of occurrences of the integer r in C is the number of
times r appears in (i1,i2 1 ''' in), which is just ar, the sum
of the rth row of the matrix A. Hence C has type a. Simi-
larly C' has type , where AeM(a,3). Thus we have associated
to AsM(a, ) a pair (C,C') of costripps of the same shape, C
having type a, C' having type S. To complete the proof of the
proposition, it remains to show that the process is reversible.
This is done as follows:
Given the pair (C,C'), find the greatest element u ap-
pearing in the costripp C and the highest row in which u ap-
pears (u is necessarily at the end of this row). Let Cn-l
be C with this u removed. Look at the integer in the corres-
ponding position in C' (C and C' have the same shape). It is
easily verified that there is a unique costripp CA 1 with the
same shape as Cn-l and a unique v such that if v is inserted
into CA by the usual process, the resulting costripp is C'.
Let (i n ) = (u,v). We continue in this way, obtaining
(Cn2 C'-2 ) and (in-l' n-l' Cn-3,Cn-3) and (in-2'in-2), etc.
When we finish we have a sequence ((il,jl),...,(in'jn)) in
increasing lexicographic order, with r appearing a r times as
some is (where a=(a ,...) is the type of C) and Sr times as
is (where =type of C'). Finally, let A=(a .) be the matrix
where a.. equals the number of occurrences of (i,j) in the
sequence ((ii,j1), (i2'2)' * n'in))'
-25-
Thus the first correspondence is proved.
The dual correspondence is obtained as follows. The only
change in the construction of C and C' is that jr+1 is in-
serted into C' by placing it in the first row of C; in the
space immediately following the rightmost element which is
>j (as opposed to >jr+ previously). The bumped elements
are also inserted into the next lower row by this new criterion.
We end up with a pair (C,C') where C is a costripp and C' a
rpstripp of the same shape; so we transpose C' to get a pair
of costripps of conjugate shapes. Q.E.D.
T
Corollary. (m(Xy))(K(y)) .(K(X,y)) and (m(Ay)) =
(K(X,yp)) .(K(X,yp)), where (f(X,y)) is the matrix whose entry
at position (X,p) (X and y being partitions of n) is f(X,y),
and AT is the transpose of matrix A.
We want to show that the matrices (K(X,y)), (m(X,y)), and
(m(Xy)) all have determinants + 1. We begin by proving the
following lemma.
Lemma. If C is a costripp of shape X and type v, then AX>y in
the dominance ordering. Hence if K(X,y)/O we must have X>y.
Also, K(X,X)=l for all X.
Proof: Let C be of shape X, type v. It is easily shown by
induction on k that all entries 1,2,...,k in C must occur
within the first k rows of C. Hence the number of such
entries, which is pl+y2+...+pk, is less than or equal to the
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total number of entries in the first k rows of C, which is
X1+X2+...+Xk. Thus X>y.
By the above, if C is of shape X and type X, all l's in
C must occur in the first row and hence occupy the entire
first row, all 2's must occur in the first two rows and hence
must occupy the entire second row, and so on. Hence C must be
the costripp of shape X whose kth row consists entirely of
k's, so K(X,X)=l.
Proposition 2. (i) det(K(X,y))=1
(ii) det(m(X,ip))=l
(iii) det(m(X,yp)) =sign(+)
where A+A denotes the permutation of the set of partitions of
n obtained by conjugation.
Proof: (i) By the lemma, (K(X,y)) has l's on the diagonal
and is upper triangular with respect to the lexicographic
ordering (which is a total ordering containing the dominance
ordering (see Part 0)), so it has determinant 1.
(ii) By the corollary to Proposition 1 and by (i)
abdve, (m(X,y)) is the product of matrices with determinant 1
and hence has determinant 1.
(iii) By the corollary to Proposition 1,
(mf(Ay)) = (K(X,)) T(M )(K(Xy)) ,
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where M is the matrix corresponding to the permutation
1 if y=X
(X+X), that is, M = (cA) with c= 0 otherwise.
The result now follows immediately.
&2. A New Correspondence Involving Matrices and Costripp's
We now give a constructive proof of the identity
K(X,a) = E (sign T)m(T*X,a)
n
where T*X is the partition of n whose parts are X1+ (1)-1,
X2+T(2)-2,..., Xn+T(n)-n if all these parts are non-negative,
and T*X is undefined otherwise. How is a constructive proof
of a formula with an alternating sum accomplished? We do it
by first setting up a correspondence A+B between some matrices
of the types counted on the right side of the identity (i.e.,
matrices AeM(T*X,a) for some T) and other such matrices. This
correspondence will satisfy
(i) if A-+B then A and B appear with different
signs in the right side of the identity.
(ii) if A+B then B+A.
(iii) every matrix A which does not correspond to
anything appears in the right side with a
positive sign.
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Hence the right side of the identity counts the number of
matrices A which do not have an image under the correspondence.
We will then complete the proof by obtaining a one-to-one cor-
respondence between such matrices and costripps of the required
shape and type.
We begin with a lemma.
Lemma. There is a one-to-one correspondence between matrices
AeM(A,a) and row-strict arrays of integers of shape X and
type a. The columns of the array corresponding to AeM(A,a)
are increasing (non-strictly) if and only if
p t)(A)>p t IA)> ... for all t,
where p. (A) is the sum of the first t entries in the ith
row of A.
.th
Proof: To the matrix Asfe(X,a), associate the array whose 1
row consists of those j such that a. =1, placed in increasing
order. This is clearly a one-to-one correspondence.
The condition that p t)(A)>p W (A) for all t is equiva-
lent to the condition that for each integer k, k l's have ap-
peared in the ith row of the 0-1 matrix A at least as soon as
they have appeared in the (i+l)st row, if Xi+ 1>k. But this is
the same as saying that for each k, the (i,k)th entry of the
associated array is less than or equal to the (i+l,k)th entry
in the array, if X i+>k. That is, the array (non-strictly)
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increases down the columns.
We make one further definition before proceeding. If X
is a partition of n and TCSn, by T-A we mean the composition
of n given by
(X1+t(l)-l, X2+T(2)-l, ... , A n+T(n)-n).
if all X-T(i)+i>O, and T-A is undefined otherwise. Note that
T*A is defined exactly when T-X is defined, and if defined
T*A is simply T-A placed in non-increasing order.
We now state and prove what is essentially the main
result of this section.
Theorem 1. K(A,a) = E (sign T)m(T-A,a)
TES
n
and moreover we give a one-to-one correspondence between the
objects contributing to the sum
K(Iy) + E i(T-A,a)
sign T=-l
and the objects in
TESn
n
sign x=+l
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Proof: To each AsM(T-X,a), find the least triple (t,i,j) (in
the lexicographic ordering of triples) for which i<j and
p.t)(A) - T(i) = p~t)(A) - T(j)
if such a triple exists. If it does, let B be the matrix ob-
tained by switching the first t entries in the ith row of A
with the first t entries in the j th row of A. We will show
that the following three facts hold concerning the (partial)
correspondence A+B.
(i) If AsM(T.A,a) and A+B via the triple (t,i,j),
then Bef((To(ij)) -X,a).
(ii) If A+B then B+A.
(iii) AEM(T-X,a) has no image under the correspondence
(i.e., no triple (t,i,j) exists for A) if and only
(t) (t)if T=e=identity in Sn and p (A)>p (A) for all t
and all i<j.
Once these facts are shown to be true,' the result follows im-
mediately from the preceding lemma.
It remains now to verify (i), (ii), and (iii). Let
A+B via (t,ij), and let Ae(T-X,,a). Then B has the same
.th .th
column sums as A, and all row sunanother than the ith and J
are the same as -those of A. The sum of the first t entrties
in 04e it- row of B is p (t)(A), and the sum of the remaining
entries in the i th row of B is the same as that for A, namely
X.+T(i)-i-p.(t)(A). Hence the ith row sum of B is
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p t) (A) + X + T(i)-i-p t)(A)
which equals
X. + T(j)-i = A. + (TO(ij))(i)-i
since p (t) (A) - p.t)(A) = T(j) - T(i). Similarly, the jth row
J 1
of B is X.+(To(ij))(j)-j. Hence BeM((To(ij))-X,a), establishing
(i). To prove (ii), let A+B via the triple (t,i,j). In view
of (i), it is easy to see that (t,i,j) is also the triple for
B and that switching the first t entries in the ith and jth
rows of B produces matrix A. This proves (ii).
To prove (iii), let AcR(T-X,a) and put g.(t) =
11
p. t(A)-T(i). Let i<j. Now, (g.(0), g.(l),..g n)and
(gj(O),gj(1),...,gj(n)) are both increasing sequences in
which the successive terms differ by at most 1 (since A is a
0-1 matrix), so g (t)/g (t) for all t iff either g (t)<g (t)
for all t or g(t)>g.(t) for all t. Since i<j,Xi-i>X.-j,
1 ) Vt)
so g.(n)>gj(n), and thus g.(t)g (t)4iff all g (t)>g (t).
Hence A has no associated triple iff g (t)>gj(t) for all t and
all i<j. Since gi(0)=-T(i), Aef(T-X,a) has no triple iff
T(i)<T(j) and p .t)(A)-T(i)>pft)(A)-T(j) for all t and all
i<j. But T(i)<T(j) for all i<j holds only for T=e, so
Aer*(T-X,a) has no triple if and only if T=e and
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pt) (A)-i>p~t) (A)-j for all t and all i<j. Now, for any se-
quence {ak}, the condition that a -i>aj-j for all i<j is
equivalent to a >aj for all i<j. Hence (iii) is proved and
the proof of the theorem is complete.
Since m(aS) = m(aS) if a' is a rearrangement of a
(simply rearrange the rows of Aef(a,3) to get the correspon-
ding A'sM(a',0), we obtain the following two corollaries,
Corollary 1. K(X, a) = E (sign T)E(T*Aa)
TeS
n
Proof: T*A is simply a rearrangement of T-X.
Corollary 2. If a' is a rearrangement of a, then
K(X,a) = K(X,a').
Proof: Follows immediately from Theorem 1, since
i(T-X,a) = 5(T-X,a') for all TESn'
The second corollary is one which is by no means obvious
from the definitions. There are, however, more direct methods
of proving it. In fact, one can set up a one-to-one corres-
pondence between the two families of costripps.
§3. The Inversion Theorem
We are now ready to state and prove the main result of
this chapter.
Theorem 2. Let f and g be two mappings from the set of
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partitions of n to any field. Then
f()= E (sign T)g(T*X) for all X if and only if
TeS
n
g(X) = E K(p,X)f(p) for all X.
pt-n
Proof: It suffices to find non-singular matrices (a X) and
(b ) such that
a = E (sign T)bT*X and b = EK(p,X)a .
By what we have proved already, we can take a = K(X,p) and
b = ii(X,y), so we are done.
It should be noted that this inversion formula is
similar to a Mobius inversion, for it is equivalent to the
fact that the functions $(Xy)=K(yX) and
XAP)= E (sign T) are inverse to each other in the inci-
T ESn
T*X=y
dence algebra of {XIx|-n} with respect to the dominance
ordering.
An immediate corollary of the inversion theorem, which
results from two applications of the theorem, is now
stated since it is the form in which the theorem will often
be used.
Corollary
partitions.
Then
Let f (X, p)
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and g (X , p1)be functions on pairs of
f(XP) = E
TacSn
(sign T) (sign a)g(T*X,a*i) if and only if
g(x,y) E K(p,p)K(v,p)fv(p,V)
p Fv
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Chapter 1.2. A Combinatorial Derivation of the Irreducible
Characters of the Symmetric Group.
This chapter is devoted, as is stated in the title, to a
derivation of the irreducible characters of the symmetric
group by purely combinatorial means. Our basic strategy will
be as follows. We will begin by considering actions of finite
groups in general and some combinatorial aspects of them. We
are led naturally to setting up an inner product space of class
functions on any finite group G. When G is taken to be the
symmetric group Sn, an important family of actions which we
call the flag actions are discussed, and the inner products of
such actions turn out to involve matrices with integer entries.
Using the inversion formula of the preceding chapter, we find
an orthonormal basis for the inner product space which satis-
fies the property that every flag action is expressible as a
linear combination with non-negative integer coefficients of
members of this basis, and we show that it is the only such
basis. It will follow at this point from only a minimal knowl-
edge of group representation theory (essentially from Schur's
Lemma), that this basis consists of the irreducible characters.
Many of the familiar formulas involving these characters
and symmetric functions, such as the formula of Frobenius
connecting the power sum symmetric functions and the bialter-
nants by means of the irreducible characters, will be derived
using our techniques in the next two chapters of this work.
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1. Generalities on Group Actions
We denote the action of a finite group G on a set A by
(G;A). Recall that such an action is a function a from the
product set GxA into A, enjoying the properties that
a(g1g2,a) = a(gl, a(g2,a)) and a(e,a)=a (where e is the identity
element of the group G). Using the notation g(a) for a(g,a),
the above properties become (g1g2) (a) = g1 (g2 (a)) and e(a)=a.
If we set
(g) = number of elements aeA such that g(a)=a,
that is, $(g) is the number of "fixed points" of g, then $ is
a numerical-valued function on G called the character of the
action. It is easily verified that $ is a class function on
G, that is #(g) = $(hgh ~) for any elements g,hcG.
Suppose we are now given two actions of the same group
G on different sets A and B. Using our notation, both of
these actions are, for the sake of simplicity, written in the
form g(a) and g(b) where acA and bcB, but this should lead to
no confusion. The product action of G on AxB is defined in
terms of the two given actions by the formula
(a,b) + (g(a),g(b)).
This is sometimes called the diagonal action.
We now set, for any two rational-valued functions $ and
X defined on G
(,x) = FgTE $(g)X(9) ,
GIgeG
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where IGI denotes as usual the size of the set G. This is
clearly a symmetric bilinear form, and with it the vector
space of class functions on G forms an inner product space.
The fact that this inner product has combinatorial significance
is established by the following proposition.
Proposition 1. If # and X are the characters of actions of G
on sets A and B respectively, then (4,X) equals the number of
orbits of the product action of G on AxB.
Recall that an orbit of an action of G on a set S is a
subset of S of the form {g(s) geG} for a fixed element seS.
Proof: We imitate a classical argument that goes back to
Frobenius. Since g and g~1 have the same fixed points for any
action, X(g ) = X(g). Hence
(,X) = TTE $(g)X(g).
geG
= E (number of (a,b) such that (g(a),g(b))(a,b))
geG
= 1 (number of geG such that g(a,b)=(a,b))T T (a,b)eAxB
But it is easily verified that jGI divided by the number of
geG such that g(a,b)=(ab) equals the size of the orbit con-
taining (a,b) (see [47]), so the expression above reduces to
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(size of the orbit containing (a,b))~.
(a,b)eAxB
Summing over the orbits, this becomes
E |101~1= Z 10|-10|~ = E ,
orbits 0 (a,b)cO orbits 0 orbits 0
which is just the number of orbits.
We next recall that a subgroup H of G can be used to
define an action of G on the left cosets {gHlgeG} by setting
g1 (gH) = glgH. Such an action is always transitive, and con-
versely every transitive action of G on a set A is isomorphic
to one defined by a subgroup, by taking H to be the subgroup
{gjg(a)=a} for some acA. We will denote by G/H the action
defined by the subgroup H and the character of G/H will be
denoted $H. The inner product of such characters turns out to
count double cosets, as is stated in
Proposition 2. If H and K are subfroups of G, then ($H'OK)
equals the number of double cosets {HxKlxcG}.
Proof: By Proposition 1, the integer ($H'4 K) equals the
number of orbits of the product action of G on pairs of cosets
of the form (fH,gK), where f,geG. The result will be estab-
lished once we show that two such pairs, say (fH,gK) and
(f'H,g'K), belong to the same orbit in the product action
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if and only if
Hf'~lg'K = Hf 1gK
To this end, remark that the assumption is equivalent to
the existence of an element acG such that afH=f'H and
agK=g'K. This in turn is equivalent to the existence of an
element acf'Hf 1ng'Kg 1 , that is, f'Hf 1lng'Kg 1 /# 0, or, again
equivalently, Hnf'~1g'K(f 1g) ~10. But this can happen if and
only if elements hcH and keK can be found such that
h=f'~lg'k(f~1g~1, that is f'~lg'=h(f~lg)k~I, as was to be
shown.
§2. Flags and the Symmetric Group
Let Sn = SA denote the symmetric group on an n-element
set A. If i= {BypB12 ,...,Bk} is a partition of A into dis-
joint blocksBi, we denote by S., the subgroup of SA consisting
of those permutations aCSA such that a(a) and a always lie in
the same block B.. That is, S, is the product SB xSB 2.. Bk
acting naturally on the set A. It is clear that S, and S ,
are conjugate subgroups if and only if w and w' have the
same underlying partition A of n.
The set A will frequently be identified with {1,2,...,n};
in such a case, if X = (Xl,2P'''''XP) is a partition of n, we
shall denote by SX
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S lr2,...,X }S {X i x 1,. ., S2 X.. . +1,...,~ir o n}
Again, S is a subgroup of Sn'
By a fg of the set A we will mean a sequence (A p
of disjoint non-empty subsets of A whose union is all of A.
That is, a flag is an ordered partition of the set A. If
a= (alr a , .. ,) is a composition of n (the number of elements in
A), an a-flag is a flag (A.) with JAg|=ai. In particular, if
X is a partition of n (i.e., a composition in non-increasing
order), X-flags are defined similarly.
If we set
a(A1' , Ap) = (a(A1 ),...,a(A ))
for aeS(A) and (AA,..., ) a X-flag of A, we obtain an action
of Sn=S(A) on the set of all X-flags 6f A. The relation be-
tween this action of Sn and the subgroup S of Sn is stated in
Proposition 3. The action of Sn on X-flags is isomorphic to
the action Sn/S .
Proof: We first set up a bijection between cosets of S and
i
X-flags. Let us write (a ) for the permutation of {1,2,...,nl
which sends 1 to a1, 2 to a2, ...,n to an. When are two cosets
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i i(a )S and (bi)S
identical? Whenever there exists a permutation OES such
that (a.) = (bi)a; this is equivalent to a.=b ,(i) that is, to
the fact that the following sets - not sequences!-are identical:
{aI,...,a = {b1,...,bX }
{aX1 +1,..,a } = {b1 +1,...,b1 +X2
That is,
({X +1,.
({Xl +1'.
mapping
ii
that the X-flags ((a )({1, 2,...,X 1 }), (a )
and ((b )({1,2,..., 1 }), (bi)
2}),..) are equal. Therefore the function
the coset gS to the X-flag
(g ({l,2,...,A SD' ,(X gm+1,...,A +X 21 '***)
is well-defined, and bijective. As it clearly
the actions Sn/S and on X-flags, the proof is
commutes with
complete.
We now derive the first important combinatorial inter-
pretation of our inner product. Let $ be the character of
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the action of Sn on X-flags, or equivalently of Sn/S . Then
we have
Theorem 1. ( )= m(Ay).
Recall from the previous chapter that m(X,y) is the number of
matrices with non-negative integer entries and with row sums
X, column sums p.
Proof: By Proposition 1, is the number of orbits of
the product action of Sn on X-flags and on y-flags. Let
(A ,...,Ap) be a X-flag, (B,...,B q) a y-flag. To the pair
((A,...,Ap), (B ,...,B )) we associate the pxq matrix (a .)
with
a * = |A nB.I.
Clearly this matrix has row sums X and column sums y, and
every matrix (a .)eM(X,y) is obtained in this way from some
pair ((Ai), (B .)): simply partition the set {l,2,...,n} into
blocks C such that IC i|=aij, and let A =UC , B =UC6.
To complete the proof it suffices to show that two pairs
of flags ((A ) ,(B )) and ((A!),(B!)) lie within the same orbiti 1 )
of the product action if and only if |A nB|=IA! nB'j for all
i and j. But if a(A )=A! and a(B )=B for some permutation1 1 ) I
acSn and all i and j, then A nB!=a(A nBj) and hence
IAI/B3|=IA fBjI. Conversely, if IAjnB!|=|AiBjI for all i
and j, there must exist a permutation acSn such that
a(A nB )=AAB! for all i and j, so a(A )=a(U(A nB.)) =
1) 1 11
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Ua(AinB.) = U(A!nB!) = A! and similarly a(B ) = B' , q.e.d.
J J
We shall now derive a result analogous to the preceding
theorem, but relating the symmetric group to matrices of
zeroes and ones. We begin by establishing a well-known fact
about permutations.
Proposition 4. Let H be a subgroup of Sne Then either all
elements of H are even permutations, or else H has equal
numbers of even and odd permutations.
Proof: Suppose aEH is odd. Then the cyclic group Q generated
by a has half of its elements even and half odd, for ak is
even if and only if k is even. Now, H can be written as a
disjoint union
H = Q u gQ u ... u gsQ
and each coset giQ has equal numbers of even and odd elements,
whence the conclusion.
Writing sign (g) for the signature of the permutation g, we
can restate the preceding result in the form
Corollary. If H is a subgroup of Sn, then Esign (g)
is 1 or 0, according as all elements of H are even or not.
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In the first case, we shall say that the subgroup is even.
An element a of a set A on which Sn acts is said to be even if
{gfg(a)=a} is even. An orbit is said to be even if one - and
hence all - of its elements are even.
We shall write _ for the function 7(g)=sign(g)X(g).
With this notation, we have
Proposition 5. Let Sn act on sets A and B, with characters
$ and X. Then ( = ($,X) equals the number of even orbits
of the product action of Sn on AxB.
Proof: Following the proof of Proposition 1,
($,J) = E (sign g)(number of (a,b) s.t.g(a,b)=(a,b)).
n geSn
The right side can be rewritten as
1 ( E sign (g)).
ns (a,b)cAxB g:g(a,b)=(a,b)
The innermost sum cancels whenever (a,b) is not even, so the
expression reduces to
1 E (number of geSn st. g(a,b) = (a,b))
n (a,b)cAxB
(a,b)even
As in the proof of Proposition 1, it follows that this sum is
the number of even orbits of the action.
We now determine which pairs ((A ),(B )) are even, where
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(A ) is a X-flag, (B.) is a y-flag.
Proposition 6. ((A ),(B )) is even if and only if
IA i1Bjl< 1 for all i and j.
Proof: A permutation acSn leaves both (A.) and (B.) fixed if
and only if a(A )=Ai, a(B )=B for all i,j, which holds if and
only if a(A n/)B ) = A nB for all i and j, that is, if and only
if
ae 11 SA OB.
2.,) :i 3
Therefore, a necessary and sufficient condition for evenness
is that the product of symmetric groups on the right be an
even subgroup of Sn. But this can happen only when each of
the factors is a symmetric group over a set with one or no
elements, whence the conclusion.
We are now ready to prove a result analogous to Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. ($, = in(,), the number of matrices of
zeroes and ones with row sum X and column sum y.
Proof: By the previous two propositions, ($ ,$9) equals the
number of orbits Sn- ((A. ),(B. )) in the product action of Sn on
X-flags and y-flags such that |AinBjI< l for all i and j. As
in the proof of Theorem 1, we can associate to each such orbit'
a matrix with row sum X and column sum y, and since A inB 1<l,
the associated matrix has entries 0 or 1. The fact that every
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0-1 matrix arises from some even orbit is established just as
in Theorem 1, so the result is proved.
§3. The Irreducible Characters
In Chapter 1 we associated to every finite group G the
inner product space of all class functions on G with inner
product as defined there. It is clear that the dimension of
this space is just the number of conjugacy classes of elements
of G. For the case when we take G to be Sn, let us call the
associated space Cn. Since there are as many conjugacy classes
of Sn as there are partitions of the integer n (for a discus-
sion of this see the chapter on definitions and terminology),
the dimension of Cn is p(n), the number of partitions of n.
The number of flag characters $ is just p(n), and in fact we
have
Proposition 7. The flag characters form a basis for Cn
Proof: It suffices to show that the matrix (($ ,$V)) is non-
singular. But ( ) = m(Xy), and (m(X,y)) was shown to be
non-singular in the chapter on the Knuth algorithm.
We now use the inversion formula to obtain an orthonormal
basis for Cn'
The central functions * defined byTheorem 3.
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XX= (signT)$ *
TESn
form an orthonormal basis for Cn, where T*X is as defined in
the section on the inversion formula.
Proof: We have ($ ,$ ) = m(X,y) =E K(p,X)K(p,p)
p
=Z K(p,X)K(v,yp)6P
Applying the inversion formula twice (or applying the corol-
lary to the inversion formula), we have
XP T ,ESn (sign T)(sign a)(0 ,$V,*) = (X ,Xi)
which is the desired conclusion.
Applying the inversion formula to the definition of XX,
we obtain
= K(p,X)X
pp
Hence the following facts hold of the functions 0.:
1. They form an orthonormal basis for Cne
2. Each flag character is expressible as a linear
combination of the X with non-negative integer co-
efficients.
is
3- Each XXAexpressible as a linear combination of the
flag characters with integer coefficients.
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We now show that {XX} is the unique family of class functions
satisfying properties (1) and (2).
Proposition 8. Let { }I be an orthonormal basis for Cn such
that the flag characters are expressible as a linear combina-
tion of the 0 with non-negative integer coefficients. Then
for some permutation a of the partitions of n, X=Xa(X) for
all X.
Proof: Since each $ is an integral linear combination of
the 0 's, and each X is an integral linear combination of the
$ I' it follows that Xx = E e P0 P with the c X being integers.
p
It follows from the fact that {XX} and C. are orthonormal
that the matrix (c X) is an orthogonal matrix (i.e., the rows
of the matrix are pairwise orthogonal and have inner product
with themselves equal to 1). It is easy to see that an
orthogonal matrix with integer entries must be a signed permu-
tation matrix, that is, there is a permutation a of the parti-
tions of n such that 0 = +_Xa) '
It remains to show that the minus sign cannot appear.
Suppose G = -XU for some X and P. Then, since
= K(pjp)X = X V + E K(p,y)X
p pylp
it follows that G appears with coefficient -1 when 4V is ex-
pressed as a linear combination of the " 's, contradicting the
hypothesis. Hence the proof is complete.
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At this point, since by elementary facts of group repre-
sentation theory (see Part 0) the irreducible characters of Sn
satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 8, we can conclude that
the following Theorem holds.
Theorem 4. The family {XX} is the set of irreducible
characters of the symmetric group.
Moreover, as is not difficult to see, the indexing of the
characters that we have here corresponds to the usual in-
dexing.
We conclude with an important fact which is easily
proved using our techniques.
Proposition 9. Xx = X~ -
Proof: It suffices to show that (x) = (X ,X ) for all y,
that is, that (XV 7XX) = 6,x for all y. This follows from
the corollary to the inversion formula:
Since F(X,y) = Z K(p,X)K(p,y) = E K(p,X)K(v,yV)6
p p,v p
we can invert to obtain
6 = (sign T) (sign a)E(T*A,a*y)
T,aCSn
= a (sign T) (sign a)($ T*,'Wa* ,)
T aCrS n
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(X ) I e.d.
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Chapter 1.3. Symmetric Functions and the Frobenius Isomorphism
Using the techniques we have developed so far, we now
give an easy and straightforward presentation of the theory of
symmetric functions. We will consider both the classical sym-
metric functions and also the important Schur functions.
Numerous formulas involving these and the characters of the sym-
metric group will be derived. While none of the results are
original, it is hoped that the general approach to symmetric
functions we use here will give a better understanding of the
meaning of some of these results.
We end the chapter with a discussion of a natural iso-
morphism connecting the Hilbert space Cn of class functions
on the symmetric group Sn with the space of symmetric functions
of degree n. This correspondence, called the Frobenius iso-
morphism, will be used in the next chapter to derive some
interesting new results about transitivity of group actions.
§1. The Classical Symmetric Functions and Hall's Inner Product.
We shall denote by En the vector space of symmetric
functions in infinitely many variables x1 ,x2 ,... over the
rational field, of homogeneous degree n. That is, the ele-
ments of En are power series f(xl,x2 ,...) of homogeneous
degree n with rational coefficients, satisfying
l'''''Kxi-l'"j'K i+1'''''* j-l'Ki' "j+1'''')= l'x2,...). The
most important such functions are the following:
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(1) The elementary symmetric functions,
a k = a k (xl'x2'''') 
= Zxi'l i2 'ik
where the sum ranges over all subsets {il,i2 '''''k Of
{l,2,...}. That is, ak is the sum of all distinct monomials
of k different variables.
If X is a partition of n, we set
a = a 1 a2 *... a ,
and clearly a xEn'
(2) The monomial symmetric functions,
k x~ 1 2 2
where the summation is over all compositions with underlying
partition X. That is, k is the sum of all distinct monomials
1 2 pi x ...x. with i # ik for j # k.
2 p
(3) The complete homogeneous symmetric functions,
hm = Ik ,
that is, hm is the sum of all distinct monomials of degree m.
Again, if X is a partition of n, we define
h = hx 1 h2
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(3) The power sum symmetric functions,
sn nsn = x
and 
s = S s 2
It is clear that the monomial symmetric functions form a
basis for En; in fact, each of a., h,, and s can obviously
be written as a linear combination with non-negative integer
coefficients of the k's. We shall now investigate the rela-
tionships between these bases in greater detail.
Proposition 1. (i) h = Em(X,y)k
1i
(ii) a =Zm(X)k
(iii) s = $P (X)k, where *0 is the flag
character of Sn defined in the previous
chapter, and P (X) is the value of
at the conjugacy class A of Sn (see
Part 0).
Proof: We will omit the proofs of parts (i) and (ii), since
they are easy enumerations, and since they are similar to the
argument which is given for (iii).
(iii) Let asSn be any permutation of type X (e.g.,
a=(12 ... X)(A+1... + )... ), and let B1 ,B2 1 ... ,Bp be the
blocks of the partition corresponding to a(e.g., for
a=(12... X)M1 +1... +X 2)..., the blocks are {1,2,...,11},
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{X +1,...,1 +X 2 }, ... ), with IB i|=i
Let (A ,A 2...) = (A.) be a flag, i.e., {A1 ,A2,...1 is a
partition of {1,2,..., n}. It is easy to see that (A ) is a
fixed point of a if and only if {A.} > {B.} = ir(a) (the
partition corresponding to a).
To every term in the expansion of
(x + x2 + ...)(x1 2 + x22 + ...)...(x 2 '+.90)?
X P
say x. x.
'12
, associate the flag (A.) where
A1 = U k~Bk , A 2 =
kt i=1 k
U Bk' '''
k:i k=2
Then (A ) is a fixed point of a (since {A }>{B }=w (a)), and
(A.) is an a-flag, where a is the composition of n defined by
X1  X2
x. x
'1 '2
.. = x a x 2 ... , i.e., a1= Xk,a 2= k
p k: k=1 k:ik=2
Conversely, every a-flag which is a fixed point of a
arises in this way from a term in the expansion of
(Ex ) H X2 . (X
1a a2
which equals x1 x2
P'l V12
Hence the coefficient of x1  x2  ... in sX equals the
number of y-flags which are fixed points of a .
.. * 0
'''
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That is, the coefficient of k in sX is $(X), q.e.d.
We say that a basis {v } of En is an integral basis if
v = c Xk and k = Ed v with all c and d being integers.
U U
As is easily seen to be equivalent, a set {v } of elements of
En is an integral basis if the matrix (c X) defined by
v = c XPk has integer entries and determinant + 1.
Vpy
Theorem 1. {a } and {hX } are integral bases of En. {s }
is a basis, though not integral.
The fact that {a } is an integral basis is often called the
Fundamental Theorem of symmetric functions.
Proof: It suffices to show that the matrices (m(X,y)) and
(i(A,y)) both have determinant + 1 and that ($0(M)) is non-
singular. The fact that (m(X,y)) and (Mi(X,y)) have determinant
+ I was proved in the section on the Knuth algorithm. The fact
that (3 (X)) is non-singular follows from the result that the
central functions $1 are linearly independent, which was
proved in the previous chapter. Finally, the power sum
functions do not form an integral basis, as is shown by the
1 1following example: k s 7 2
12 1
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We define a bilinear form on En by setting
* (h , k ) = 6
and extending by bilinearity. Remarkably, it turns out that
Proposition 2. The bilinear form (*) is symmetric and
positive-definite. In fact,
(hX, h) =m(y)
(hx, ap) =n(y).
Proof: By the definition of (*), (hX, h P) is the coefficient
of k in hp, which we know to be m(y,X) = m(X,y). Similarly
for (h, a ). (*) is symmetric since m(X,y) = m(y,X), and is
positive definite since m(X,X)>O.
Hence the bilinear form defines an inner product on En'
which we will call Hall's inner product. In the next section
we determine an orthonormal integral basis for Zn with
respect to this inner product.
§2. The Schur Functions
The Schur functions have been defined in various ways,
and we shall choose one of these and show that the other
definitions are equivalent. To every costripp we assign
the monomial xijx 2 2..., where a. is the number of appearances
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of the integer i in the costripp, that is, a = (a1,a2,...) is
the type of the costripp. For a partition X of n, we define
the Schur function e (x1 ,x2 ,...) to be the sum of the associated
monomials of all costripps of shape X. In other words,
a a composition
of n
a1  a2K(X,a)x1 x2
As was shown in the chapter on the inversion formula,
K(X,a) = K(X,a) if a and $ have the same underlying partition.
Hence
Proposition 3. The Schur functions are symmetric.
Notice that this is a non-trivial consequence of our
definition of the Schur functions.
The main properties of Schur functions are summarized in
Theorem 2. (i) e = EK(X,y)k
(ii) k= E (Z sign T)e
yP TES Sot. T*1=A
(iii) h = E K(y,X)e and a = E K(y)e
(iv) e = E (sign T)h T*, that is, e,=det(hx -s+t)'
TSn s,t S
called the Jacobi-Trudi Identity.
Also, e = Z (sign T)a5* = det(aA -s+t
X TESn s,t s
imtnrmal
(v) {e xl is an Aorthonormal basis forZn
e = ''' 4
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*
(vi) s = X(Ale,
Proof: (i) follows from the formula
a1 a2
e = EK(A,a)x1  X2 '''
a
after collecting all compositions with the same underlying
partition.
(ii) E (z sign T) e = E (sign T)EK(y,p)k (by(i))
y T:T*y=X yIT: p
T*yP=X
=Ek *K(y(,p) Z (sign T)
p 1 y T:T*y=X
Hence it suffices to show that EK(y,p) E
y T:T*y=X
(sign T) = 6 P.
By the inversion formula, this is equivalent to
E sign T= E sign T 6 XT*p
T:T*P=X T
which is clearly true.
(iii) By Knuth's algorithm, m(X,y) = EK(p,X)K(p,y).
p
, h = Im(X,y)k = E EK(p,AKK(p,y)kV
= K(p,A)ZK(p,y)kyv
= EK(p,X) e .
y-- p
X,(A) is the value of the irreducible character xU at the
conjugacy class X of sn; it is more commonly denoted X1.
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The corresponding formula for a is proved similarly.
(iv) Follows from (iii) the inversion formula.
(v) Applying the inversion formula twice (i.e., the
corollary to the inversion formula) to
(hX,hy) = m(X,p) = E K(p,X)K(v,y)6 ,
p,v 
we obtain
6 9 = a
T ,aSn
(sign T) (sign a) (h T* h*) ,
which, by (iv), is
(es, e ) =6
Thus the e are orthonormal. That they form an integral basis
follows from (i) and (ii),
(vi) Using Proposition 1 (iii) and part (ii) of this
theorem,
s = E
V $ (X)k
= M( E (E
' p TESns.t.
T*p=yp
(sign T))e
= E e Z (sign T)T*p ()
P TeSn
= EX (Ale
p p
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§3. Reduced Symmetric Functions and Multiplication of Schuf
Functions
We now consider the case of symmetric functions with only
finitely many variables xlf,* xm. By Em) we mean the vector
space of symmetric polynomials of homogeneous degree n in
variables x,..., xm. It is clear that a basis for En (m) con-
sists of those k x(xl,...,xm) = kx(m) which are non-zero, namely
those kx (m) for which X is a partition of n into m or fewer
parts. In particular, if m>n, In (i) has dimension p(n).
Since every identity holding in In also holds in En(m)
(simply set xm+l = xm+2 = ... = 0), En and En (m) satisfy pre-
cisely the same identities in the case m>n.
We define A(m) to be the Vandermonde determinant
m-tE -(sdet (x ) = I (sign T) 11 x mt (s) and
s,t=1,2,...,m TES sl sa
t+m-t A (+m-T (1) A +m-T (2)
A to be det (x ) = I (sign T ) x1  x
T eSm
A+m-Tr (m)
X m . The following lemma will be very useful.
Lemma. (Ec k (i))-A(m) = E( E (sign T)cx )A .()
xX TESm
Proof: It suffices to show that the coefficient of
x 1+m-1 X2+m-2 xm
x x2 *' m *
on the left equals
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MTESm(sign T)cz .
by an evident symmetry argument.
By computation, this coefficient equals
(**) E (sign T)c a
aT
where the summation runs over all compositions a of m and
permutations TeSm satisfying ai+m-T(i)=Xi+m-i, that is
a.=)i+T(i)-i. Since ai=Xi+T(i)-i, the partition associated
with a is T*X, so the sum (**) is equal to (*), q.e.d.
We now use this lemma to prove a pair of important
results.
Theorem 3. (i)
(ii)
Proof: (i)
s (m)-(m)= ~ m) if m>n.
A (m)e (M) = xif m>n.
s (i)-A(m)=(IP (X)k ) (m )A()
y
=E( E (sign T)$ *11 (M))A (i)
y TeS m
if m>n
=EX M(A)y1
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(ii) By (i), s (M) = X(X 1if m>n.(m A (in) if m n
(in) (in)Also, by Theorem 2 (vi), s m) ( (X) . Since
PA (in)
{s ( Xe-n} is a basis of En (m), it follows that e (m)= (M)
Note: Theorem 3 (i) was first obtained by Frobenius, and has
important applications to methods of computing the values
XV( ) (see [19] or [24]).
We now turn our attention to the problem of multiplying
Schur functions. If X and y are partitions of m and n
respectively, we say X contains V if Ailyi for all values of i,
and write Xisp(or VcX). Note that this is equivalent to having
the Young diagram of y being contained in the Young diagram
of X. If XAg, a diagram of shape X/y is the array of points
obtained by deleting the points of y from the Young diagram of
X. A costripp of shape X/y is an array of integers of shape
X/y which increase non-strictly along the rows and strictly
down the columns. For example, if X=(7,6,2) and y=(4,2), an
example of a costripp of shape X/y is
.0. 2 2 3
.. 1 3 4
1 6
We denote by K(X/y,p) the number of costripps of shape X/V
type p (note that pt-m-n). Finally, we define the Schur-type
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function e to be the sum, over all costripps C of shape
A/y, of the associated monomial x1  x2 a.. (where (ac,a2',.')
is the type of C). In other words,
X/ a 1 a2e =K( y,a)x x2 '''
It is not clear from this definition that e is a symmetric
function, that is, that KI /iV,a) = K(X /y,$) if a and 8 have
the same underlying partition, but this will soon be shown.
The main result we are aiming at is that the coefficient of
e in e equals the coefficient of e in the product e e.
We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma. Let y,A be partitions of m,n respectively, with m>n.
1 if yDX and y/X has no
Then E sign a = two rows which overlap
+a (i)>0 Vi 0 otherwise
Ui-x GM+a(i) 0
Proof: This is equivalent to showing that'
if Axy<Aigi_
E sign a=
acA (0 otherwise
where A = {aeSm lpi-i~xa(i) +a(i)>0 Vi}, and where we use the
convention that X0 =- 1 ='X-2 =
For each i>1,2,...,q (q=# of parts in y), let s(i) be
the largest integer s (positive or negative) such that
yi.>A. +S. Note that some such s must exist, for if s=-p
1- i-s
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(p=number of parts in X), then X _(p)-P=-p<pi, and that there
is a largest one, for if s>i then ix/Xi-s+s. Hence s(i) is
always defined.
Note that for s=s(i),
Oi!li-s's>Ai-(s-1) +(s-1)>A i-(s-2) +(s-2)>...
and y<X i-(s+1)+(s+1)<Ai-(s+2)+(s+2)A...
so we have
(*) t<si)++ii-t+t.
Since y _ lyg>Ai-s(i)+s(i)>X(i-1)-(s(i)-1)+(s(i)-1), by
(*) we must have
(**) s i-1) >s i)-1.
Now, aA++yi. -(-i+(i)> Vi
++y P+(i-o(i)) Vi
+- i-a(i)<s(i) Vi
++a(i)>i-s(i) Vi
Thus: (***) aeA+-+a(i)>i-s(i) Vi.
There are three possibilities for the function s:
Case i. All s(i)<O and some s(i)<O:
Then by (***), aeA+a(i)>i-s(i) Vi
+o(i)>i Vi and a(i)>i for some i,
which is impossible.
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*. A =0 and E sign a = 0
acA
Case ii. All s(i)=0: 'Then aEA-+a(i)>i Vi+-a= identity.
E sign a =1
aCA
Case iii. Some s(k)>l: Let k be the least such. Note that
k/l, since
y 1 1 - 0 +1 = 00.
Since k is the least, we must have s(k-l)<O, and by
(**), s(k-l)>s(k)-l>0. Hence s(k-l)=0 and s(k)=l.
.'. k-s(k)=k-l-s(k-1) .
,. a(k)>k-s(k) and a(k-l)>(k-l)-s(k-))-*9(k-l)>k-s(k) and
a k)> (k-1) -s (k-1)j
4-4(ao(k,k-1)] (k>k-s(k) and
[ao(k,k-l)](k-1)>(k-1)-s(k-1)J
Hence aeA4-ao(k,k-l)cA , so E sign a = 0.
acA
Thus E sign a =
acA 0
0
0
if s(i)=0 Vi
otherwise
if yi>X Vi, y <x +1 Vi
otherwise
if yi!X and yi<A Vi
otherwise
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so we are done.
Using this lemma we obtain the following result.
Proposition 4. e -h = Ee , where the sum is over all y
obtainable by adding r new points to the Young diagram of X,
no two new points in the same column.
Proof: It suffices to show that
(M) - (M) (M)A x & hr yE
where m=n+r (n is the integer of which X is a partition) and
where the sum is over the same y as in the statement of the
proposition.
N6w, A ) -hr )=(E
aeSm
. +m-a(1) X +m-a(2)
(signa)x 1 x2
a x a 22 am
E (a ,'a2,...,aM)
a composition
of r
a1+a(+Is(1) a2+Xc( 2 )+m- a(s)
= E (signa)x X2
aeSm
a a composition
of r
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= E (coefficient of x1 x2 '''m in the above
expression)A (M)
= E (E E (sign a) ) U
y*-m a aCS ms.t.
a i+X Ai +m-a (i) =yi+m-i
(m
= ( sign a ) V ,
p -m aeSms .t.
yi-Xa i +a (i) -i>o Vi
and the result follows at this point from the lemma.
Corollary 1. e Xh h ...h =EK( /X,a)e
1 2 s V
Proof: It follows from Proposition 4 that
e -h h ...h = Eb e1 1 ,
1 a 2 as y Ay
where b eqiaals the number of ways of adding aI l's to the
Young diagram of X with no two in the same column, then adding
a2 2's with no two in the same column,..., and finally adding
as s's with no two in the same column, in such a way that the
final array (consisting of the Young diagram of X together
with the added l's, 2's,..., s's) has shape V. But this
number clearly equals K(P/A,a), so we are done.
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Corollary 2; e is a symmetric function.
Proof: This is equivalent to showing that K(/X,a) = K('/A,6)
if a and 6 have the same underlying partition. But this fol-
lows from Corollary 1 and the fact that e -ha h ...h a
e -h1 2. .h O ,...,6s) is a rearrangement of
(a,...,as ')
We now come to the result we were aiming for.
Theorem 4. The coefficient of e in e/ equals the co-
efficient of ep in e xe, that is ,
(e /e ) = (e ,ex e ).
Proof: By Corollary 1,
(h eP,P) = K(P/yX)
.'.K(P/yX)= ((EK(v,)e,)ey Ue )V
= K(vfX) (eve~ ,e)
V
Thus by the inversion formula,
(ex e ,e) = E(sign T)K(P/y,T*X)
= (E(sign T)h *X, EK(P/y,v)k V)
T V
= (e ,e )
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This result can be found in [24].
§4. The Frobenius Isomorphism
Recall that Cn is the vector space of all class functions
on the symmetric group Sn, and that Zn is the space of all
symmetric functions of degree n. Both of these spaces have a
Hilbert space structure. We shall now establish a natural
isomorphism between these two spaces, to be called the Foo-
benius isomorphism.
For XC n, set
F(X) = 1 E XW(a)s
nT acSn
k1  k2
where s a=S s2 ** k 1,k2,... being the number of cycles of
the permutation a with one, two,... elements (and si is the
ith power sum symmetric function). Equivalently, s is just
S ,where X is the partition of n associated to a. Clearly
F(X) is a symmetric function, so F defines a linear trans-
formation of Cn into En'
In order to investigate the properties of this linear
transformation, we recall some notation previously used. If
H is a subgroup of Sn, we write $H for the character of the
action of Sn on the cosets of H. In particular, *S = is
the character of Sn on X-flags. The cycle index Z(H) and
the conjugate cycle index 2(H) of a subgroup H of Sn are
defined as
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Z(H) = E s
W(H) = * H(sign a) sa
We then have
Proposition 5. Z (H) = F (H) and W(H) = F( ;iH)
Proof: We verify the first of these; the verification of the
second is similar.
F($H) 1 1 H (aFsa.
n aeSm
Now, by definition, *H (a) equals the number of cosets TH
such that aTH=TH, and this is easily seen to equal the number
Of T for which T~1 aTH, divided by HI. Therefore, the sum
on the right equals
1 1'a
|Sn a n n:TI~H
in view of the fact that s - = s . The two sums together
T aT
range over the set of all pairs (a,T) such that T aTSH. For
fixed hsH, the number of pairs such that T~ aT=h is clearly
|sn|. Hence the double sum simplifies to
1 E S
Ti hsH ,
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which is Z (H) .
The characters $ have a particularly pleasing image
under the transformation F:
Proposition 6. (i) F($X) = F(*X 1) F (OX ) ...
(ii) F (2 ) = F (F 1)F f ) ...
(iii) FT4 X)
(iv) F (Fx)
=h
= a
Proof: (i) foll&*s from proposition 5:
F($X) = F($S ) Z(SX) =
acS
sa
But |S I S2 |..., and the sum splits into a product
of disjoint sums over S., S ,... since S =S 1 xS x2 Xe.
Hence the sum equals
1 ( z
|S1 ||S 2 1
s )( E
L a 2 CS x
S ) ...
a2
which is just
Z(Sx )Z(S 2 0 I
or, by Proposition 5 again,
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1 2
(ii) follows similarly.
(iii) By (i) it suffices to prove that Z(Sn )=hn
This is a classical result due to Waring, as is the analogous
statement in (iv). We append a short proof:
Let T be the set of all functions from the set {l,2,...,n}
to the variables {x1 ,x2 ,...}. The symmetric group Sn acts on
T by af=fea. Define the generating function G(f) of feT as
the monomial
G(f)=f(l)f(2)...f(n) = Hx
i=1
Two function f and g are in the same orbit if and only if
G(f)=G(g). Now, hn is by definition the sum of all monomials
of degree n; such a sum can be written as
hn E ,?f where Hf is {aflacSn)
fcT
= E IHf|G(f),|n feT
where Hf is the subgroup of Sn leaving f fixed. Writing
|HfI = E 1
{a:af=f}
in the above sum and permuting the order of summation, we
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h = E E G(f)
n n aceSn {f:af=f}
Finally, let a have transitivity blocks B ,B2'''
Then, if we write fi for the restriction of f to B., we have
E G(f) = R E i
{f:fo=f} i {f :fi is constant}
= I(x jBi |+ x2|Bi+ *1B~ 2B
G(f )
=S.
Hence,
h n= I E
n |SI aeSn
s = Z(Sn) 'a
and the proof is complete. The argument for (iv) is similar,
using even orbits.
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section:
Theorem 5. The linear transformation F is an isometry of
the Hilbert space Cn onto the Hilbert space En'
Proof: We have shown, in the previous two chapters, that
$)=m(,y) and (h ,h )=m(X,y).
Further, we showed in Proposition 6 that F(A )=h x. Since both
obtain
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the characters and the symmetric functions h span their
respective spaces as X ranges over all partitions of n, the
assertion becomes evident.
Let us now use this Theorem to determine the inner
product ( ,o ) Recall that each aeSn has an underlying
k1 k2
partition of n, namely the partition X=(l 2 ... ), where k.
is the number of cycles in a of length i. We will write [ ]
for the number of permutations asSn with underlying partition
X. An easy computation gives
1 k! 2 k2 L''
Note that, using this notation, F($)= 1 [n],(,) if $ is a
X-n
class function on Sn and $(X) is the value of 4 at the con-
jugacy class X. The class function *, whose image under F is
S is given by
if a has underlying partition X.
(a) =
0 otherwise
Then, (s ,s9) = (F(px),F($p))=($ ip
= n[],,(p), (p)
[ ]1 n n .
n:~ n)~
n!1
nA
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Thus we have proved
Proposition 7. (s ,s ) = 6 X-
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of the
analogue in En of the mapping * f in Cn. Let us call this
mapping 9 in both spaces. Then
e(h X) = FOF~(hx) = FG(x )=F(T,)=a .
Since 9 on Cn is clearly an involution and an isometry, we
have
Prdposition 8. The mapping 9: n En defined by 9:h .ax is
an involution and an isometry.
The computation of 9(8 ) is accomplished as follows:
9(s )=FF s( =F (9 )=F )=(sign))F ) (signX) s,
so we have
Proposition 9. 9(s ) = (signX)s .
Finally, let us compute 9 (e ). It is clear that F(XX)=eX,
since
FO(X)=F(E(signT)# *)= (signT)h , =e,.
T T
n[ ]n.
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Thus,, 9 (e )=FOF'. (e )=F9 (XX)=F (T )=F(X~)=e~,
so we have shown
Proposition 10. (e ) e,
For other methods of obtaining these results, see [43].
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Chapter 1.4. Some Results Concerning Transitivity of Group
Actions and Related Topics
Two types of transitivities of group actions have been
studied extensively. A group H acting on a set A of n elements
is said to be k-transitive (where k<n) if the induced action of
H on k-sequences of members of A is transitive, and is k-set-
transitive [20,28,48] if the induced action on k-subsets of A
is transitive. (Note that we are not using the term "induced"
in any technical sense). It is trivial to see that for k'<k,
k-transitivity implies k'-transitivity. Much less obvious,
but true nonetheless (see (28]), is that for k'<k<n/2, k-set-
transitivity implies k'-set-transitivity.
In this chapter generalize these notions of transitivity,
defining, for each partition X of n, X-transitivity. We then
consider the question of when X-transitivity implies y-transi-
tivity. This turns out to hold whenever X-<p in the dominance
ordering. Since k-transitivity becomes, in the new context,
(n-k,l k)-transitivity and k-set-transitivity is the same as
(n-k,k)-transitivity, it is clear that our result encompasses
the two previous ones.
Along the way we prove a number of other results, for
example that m(X,p) and m(X,y) (the numbers of non-negative
integral matrices and of 0-1 matrices with row sums X, column
sums U) are both order-inverting functions of pairs of parti-
tions, and we obtain a result of Leibler and Vitale (23]
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relating to when one flag action is contained in another as a
subrepresentation.
1. The Inner Product (e ,h)
Our aim in this section is to prove the following theorem
and derive a number of immediate corollaries.
Theorem 1. (e ,h )<(e ,hp,) if y>.y' (in the dominance
ordering).
Recall that yip means than
for all i.We+w2+...+wript+p2+...+pi
We will write X+y if
V= (Al 1'''s-l's~ , xs+1''' A t-l'It+1,At+ 1 ..
(in this order) for some s<t. (This is almost, though not
quite, the same as saying that A covers y in the dominance
ordering). The following lemma holds.
Lemma. ryty' if and only if there is a sequence
(1) (2)
such that yi y(i+l) for
i=1,2,.. , -1
Proof: To prove the "if" part of the lemma, it suffices to
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show that if X+y then A~y. But this is clear, since
1pl+...+i = X + ... + Xi
for i=1,2,...,s-1
yl+...+yi = X + ... + Xi-l for i=s,s+1,...,t-1
pi+...+yi = X1 +... +Xi for i=t,t+l, ...
where s and t are taken as in the definition of X+y .
To prove the converse, it suffices to show that if yyyp'
then there is a partition iT such that y+y and jVy'. Let
Op y, and let pl=y I22 ..'f'a-1 I a-1a>pI, and
pa Pa+1'''Ib>Pb+l. Further, let c be the least integer such
that yc<1c (one clearly must exist, since Ey.=Ey and
yaa). Note that we must have c>b. Let
Claim: as written above is in proper (non-increasing)
order, i.e.,
(i) 1b-b+1 and (ii) yc-ll c+l
(i) follows since yb>Pb+1
(ii) If P c-/1c+1, then pc-1 ,c+l1 so pc-ll c and hence
4c=p . Thus P1c ScIc -1 , so yc-1<c-l'
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which contradicts the minimality of c, establishing (ii) and
the claim.
It remains to show that i>9'. For i=l,2,...,b-l ,
For i=b,b+4 ...,c-l,
since for j<c-1 (by definition of c) and ya-a (by
definition of a) and a<b.
For i=c,C+l,...,
+...+,P = y+y2+ +2.+y
completing the proof of the lemma.
We now use the lemma to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1: By the lemma it suffices to show that
(e ,h )<(e ,h ,) if pip'.
If y+y', then by definition
y'=(s a ,...y -l ~' Hs+1'''it +e ,...)
for some s and t. Hence, if we let
P =()..0sl1+'' 'u - 'u + ' '
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then
h =h ph (P1t) and h ,=h oh
h I-hP=hP" (h(I 1'Vt +1) -h ( 1ty))=hpe Wsl, t+1)
where the last equality follows from the Jacobi-Trudi formula
of the last chapter and because y s -lt +1 .
(e,h P,-h )=(e ,hPe(Ps~1'.t+1))=K(x/(Us +1)'> It
so we are done.
Corollary 1. Let f be any symmetric function in Z n which is
a linear combination with non-negative coefficients of the
Schur functions. Then
(f,h )<(f,hy, if y>p'.
Corollary 2. m(Xy)<m(X',p') if XA-X' and pgy'
E(X,y)<5(',y') if X>-X' and yp I
Proof: Since m(a,S)=m(Sa) and a,=i (,), it suffices to
prove that
m(Ay)<m(Ay') and i(Ai)<m(,y') if p>y' .
That is, to prove that
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(hX ,h )<(h ,h,) and (a,,h )<(a.,h,) if
But this follows from Corollary 1 and the fact that
h =E K(p,X)e and a = EK(p,)e
p p p
as was proved in Theorem 2 (iii) of the previous chapter.
Corollary 3. $ ,V-$ is a linear combination of simple
characters with non-negative integer coefficients if and only
if y>y', where $j is the flag character. Hence the action of
Sn on y-flags is contained in the action on yI'-flags as a
subrepresentation (though not necessarily as a subadtion) if
and only y>I' .
Proof: That P ,-$ is a non-negative integer linear combi-
nation of irreducible characters is equivalent to having
(Xvo ,$)<(XA,$,) for all X. This is the same as having
(e,,h P)<(e,h ,) for all X(because of the Frobenius iso-
morphism). Theorem 1 shows this to hold if p>.y' . To prove
the converse, note that if (e ,h )<(e ,h ,) then l<K(y,yp')
(since (e ,h )=K(p,1)), and so pgy' (since K(p,y)/0+p>_y,
as was shown in a lemma in Chapter 1.1, §1). Hence the first
assertion is proved.
The second assertion follows from the first by appealing
to the elementary fact from group representation theory that
a class function on a finite group G is a character if and
only if it is a linear combination with non-negative integer
coefficients of the irreducible characters.
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The result in Corollary 3 has been obtained by Leibler
and Vitale (23].
§2. X-Transitivity
Let a group H act on an n-element set A. H is said to
act transitively if given any pair (a,b) of elements of A,
there is some heH such that h(a)=b. Equivalently, H acts
transitively on A if there is only one orbit under this
action. For each k<n, there is an induced action of H on the
family of k-sequences (al,...,ak) of distinct elements of A,
and also on the family of k-subsets of A, both defined in the
obvious way. H is said to be k-transitive on A if the in-
duced action on k-sequences is transitive and k-set-transitive
if the induced action on k-subsets is transitive.
It should be easy to see that the family of k-sequences of
distinct elements of A is in a "natural" one-to-one corres-
pondence with the family of (n-k,lk) flags, and that this
correspondence commutes with the actions of H on these two
families. Similarly for k-subsets and (n-k,k)-flags (if
k<n/2, and (k,n-k)-flags otherwise). Hence we have
Proposition 1. H is k-transitive iffthe action on (n-k,l _
flags is transitive. It is k-set-transitive iff the action on
(n-k,k)-flags (or (kn-k)-flags if k>n-k) is transitive.
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This leads us naturally to the following definition. H
is X-transitive if the induced action of H on X-flags of A
is transitive. We now study when y-transitivity implies
yI'-transitivity.
Theorem 2. If yi>y', then the number of orbits of H acting on
y-flags is less than or equal to the number of orbits of the
action of H on p'-flags. In particular, if H is p'-transitive
than it is y-transitive.
Proof: As was shown in Proposition 3 of Chapter 1, the
action of H on p-flags is isomorphic to the action of H on
Sn/S P. The number of orbits of this action is clearly the
number of double cosets KTS P, where K is the image of H in
Sn (H acts on A, so each element of H can be identified with a
member of S(A)=S n). By Proposition 2 of Chapter I.1, this
number is just (0K' P), where $K is the character of the action
of Sn on Sn/K. Thus the first assertion is equivalent to
($K'ii y K' p') if W 1,
which follows directly from Corollary 1 to Theorem 1 (and the
fact that 4K, being a character, is a positive linear combi-
nation of irreducible characters Xx).
The second assertion is a special case of the first.
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Corollary. Let p<q< n/2. Then q-set-transitivity implies p-
set-transitivity. Also, if p<q<n, q-kransitivity implies p-
transitivity.
Proof: Follows directly from Proposition 1 and Theorem 2.
The second assertion of the Corollary is, of course,
trivial. The first is anything but trivial, and has been
proved by D. Livingstone and A. Wagner (28].
One further result follows from what we have been doing.
Theorem 3. Let Sn act on a set A (with any number of elements).
Then the number of orbits of the action of S on A (obtained by
restricting the action of Sn) is less than or equal to the
number of orbits of SP, on A, if pwp'.
Proof: Since every action is a sum of transitive actions, it
suffices to prove the result in the case that the action of Sn
on A is transitive. Hence we can assume that the action is
that of Sn on Sn/K, where K is a subgroup of Sn. But the
Sn
number of orbits of the action of H on n/K (H any subgroup
of Sn) is the number of double cosets HTK, which equals
(H'K). Hence it suffices to show that
i hifaa a b
which has already been done.
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Part II. Symmetric Functions through the Theory of Distri-
bution and Occupancy.
Our purpose in this part of the thesis is to consider
symmetric functions from an interesting new combinatorial
viewpoint. We give combinatorial definitions of the clas-
sical symmetric functions as generating functions of
certain families, and then use these ways of looking at the
symmetric functions to derive many of the known results
about them, as well as a few new ones. One of the advan-
tages of the present line of attack is that the functions
as defined here are indexed not by partitions of integers,
but instead by partitions of a set. Since the lattice of
partitions of an n-set has an ordering which is much easier
to deal with than any ordering on the partitions of the
integer n, techniques such as Mobius inversion can be used,
so that the results come out in a simple and elegant manner.
One further possibility is that the Schur functions, not
discussed here, could be dealt with in a similar way, thus
obtaining a very beautiful derivation of the theory of repre-
sentations of the symmetric group.
In section 2 we develop the tools to study the monomial
symmetric functions, the elementary symmetric functions, and the
power sum symmetric functions. Among the results we prove is
what is sometimes called the fundamental theorem of symmetric
functions, namely that the elementary symmetric functions form a
basis for the vector space of all symmetric functions. The
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standard proof of this fact is an -induction argument, but we
prove it neatly here by Mobius inversion. We also show that the
matrix of coefficients expressing the elementary symmetric
functions in terms of the monomial symmetric functions is symmetric.
In section 3 we extend our techniques to allow us to deal
with the complete homogeneous symmetric functions and a new type
of symmetric functions which are "dual" to the monomial symmetric
functions in the same sense that the elementary symmetric functions
are dual to the homogeneous symmetric functions. one of the
results proved in this section is one which we believe to be
new, namely that under the isometry 9 of the space of symmetric
functions introduced by Philip Hall, every monomial in the
image under 9 of a monomial symmetric function appears with the
same sign, either positive or negative.
Noting that many of the results obtained in sections 2 and
3 hold in a stronger form than the statements about symmetric
functions they imply, in section 4 we make this precise and
thereby set up a system in which we, in the next two sections,
study the inner product of Philip Hall and the Kronecker inner
product, which arises from the theory of representations of the
symmetric group. One of the results obtained can be interpreted
to yield an interesting fact about permutation representations
of Sn, but this interpretation will not be discussed here.
We would like to thank Dr. Gian-Carlo Rota, whose idea it
was to study symmetric functions from the present point of view,
for his many helpful suggestions and discussions on the topic.
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§1. Summary of Terminology used in Part II
The reader should have a familiarity with symmetric
functions, at least to the extent of knowing the definitions
of the classical symmetric functions (the monomial, elemen-
tary, power sum, and complete homogeneous functions). These
definitions can be found in Chapter 1.3. The notion of a
partition X of the integer n, as well as the notations
XI-n, JXj, X!, and sign X will be used often in this section
and are introduced in Part 0.
We further assume the reader to be familiar with the
notions of (finite) partially ordered sets and lattices, of
segments and direct products of these, and of M~bius in-
version over posets (see [38]).
We will be dealing extensively with the lattice H(D)
of partitions of a finite set D (also denoted H n if D has
n elements). Refer to Part 0 for the relevant definitions,
as well as for the Mobius function of H n, the notations
" (a,w)", "X(ir)", " e x","sign (a,rr)" and "sign 7r", and for
a discussion of the fact that every segment of Hn is iso-
morphic to a direct product of smaller partition lattices.
Also note that sign (a,r) = (sign a)(sign n) and that
y (a,f) = sign (a,) -|y (a,i)|. For more details and some
proof s see (3], (9], or (383 .
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It is useful to know a few simple facts about the symmetric
group Sn' the group of permutations of the set {l,2,...,n}.
Any permutation can be written as a product of disjoint cycles
(see [4], page 133, for definitions), and hence to each permu-
r 1 r 2
tation a in Sn we can associate the partition X=(l 2r...) of n,
where ri is the number of cycles of lencrth i in the cycle de-
composition of a. X is called the type of a. The number of
elements of Sn of type X, denoted [nl, is easily computed to be
n
r2
1 r 2 ,r2 '''
§2. The Functions k, a , and X
Let D be a set with n elements, X = {x, x2,...}, and let
F = {f:D+X}. For fsF, its generating function y(f) is dHDf(d),
i.e., H x i(x ). For TcF, the generating function y(T) is
0 y(f) . To any feF, we assign a partition Ker f of D, by
feT
putting d1 and d2 in the same block of Ker f if f(d1 )=f(d2).
Ker f.is called the kernel of f.
We now define three types of subsets of F. If
7TeH1(D), let
= {fEFjKerf = 11} (1)
ZJ = {fEFJKerf > 7T} (2)
(Z = {feFjKerfA=O} ((3)
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Let k =Y(,), s =y(Y ),
Theorem 1.
a7=Y( ). We now compute
(i) k = I ( ) k ,
where k is the monomial symmetric function.
(ii) s = s
(iii) a = (r) a X
r1 r 2
.)... = (X1 , x2'''')
For fs E ,
y (f) = x .
i.e.
1 2
ker f=7 i it is clear that
.. .for some choice of distinct
indices il, i 2 ''''
Further, each such monomial can arise from r1 !r2 '''
functions fs .
Therefore k = y( ,) r Ir2 . . k) = | (T);Ik
(ii) V = {fEF
of 7r}.
.'. y( )
Ikerf >n}
E y(f)fe EZ
= {fEF If is a constant on blocks
feZ!11
y(fIB 1 )y(f IB2 )...
Y(fIB 1 )Y( fIB 2)...
is constant V i
(4)
Proof:
(5)
(6)
Let xeOT)
(i)
= f
f:f
k,,r s , a,. 7
| B.
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(E y(f))
f:B +X
constant
(x + x 2
= {fEF |Kerf A W = 0} = ffEF I f is 1--l on the
blocks of Tr}
E y(f)
f ca
E y(fIB 1)y(f/B2 ')'fea,
= E y(flB1)y(fIB 2 ')'
fEF:
fIB. is 1-1 V i
= HI( E
i f:B.+X
f 1-1
y(f) )
Now, E y(f) is the sum of monomials of
f :B+X
f. 1-1
terms, and each such monomial can arise from
Therefore
IB I
IBI I
distinct
functions
E y(f) = |BH! aIBI'
f iB+X
f 1-1
Therefore a = y(a) - a
= H
i
= H
I B.
= SX(TO
(iii) 
.1;
f:B+X.
+...)
= |B1|! IB 2| ! . a B a1 2 . .AR !a (T
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By formulas (1), (2), and (3), it follows that
s = k
a>7r a
a =E k
a:aAfr =0 a
Formula (7) can be inverted by M6bius inversion, as can
(7)
(8)
(8)
by the following lemma.
Lemma. Let L be a finite lattice on which p(0,x)/O for all
x in L,where p is the Mobius function on L. Then
f(x)
Proof:
11(x, v
= E g(y) ++ g(x) = E
y:yAX=O y>x
Let f(x) =E
y:yAx=C
Then f(x) = Z ( I
y z<x
E p(zzy)f(Z)
zy
g(y)
p(0,z)) g(y)
Ay
=E p (0,z) E g(y)
z<x y>z
By Mgbius inversion of (10),
p(0,x) E g(y) = E p(z,x)f(z)
y>x z<x
Thus
y
E g(y) = 1
>x p(0,x) z<x
p(z,x)f(z)
since p(0,x) / 0, so by MObius inversion again,
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12) ,
!I . WOOM
_
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g(x) = E
y>x
E y (zy)f(z)
z<y
The converse is proved by reversing the steps.
Theorem 2. (i) k = E p(Tr,a)s (13)
(ii) k = Z 1(id) 1 y(T,a) a (14)p(0,a) T<a
Proof: Immediate from (7), (8), and the previous lemma.
Corollary.
Proof:
{s } and {a } are bases for En, the vector space
of symmetric functions of homogeneous degree n.
{k } is a basis for En, and Theorem 2 shows that
{s } and {a x} generate En. Since all three sets
have the same number of elements (namely, the
number of partitions of n), the result follows.
We now determine the relationship between the elementary
and the power sum symmetric functions.
Theorem 3. a(i)  = E (0a) s
(ii s,=y0 a <~~n a
n-1
(iii) 1+ E a tn (-1 sntn
n>l n n>l n n
(15)
(16)
(17)
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Proof: (i) a =E k
a :aAiT=O
= E ( 1 y(0,T))k
a T<aAff
= I (0,T) E kT <7Ta>Ta
= 1 y(0,T) s
T<it
(ii) Apply MObius inversion to (15)
(iii) Follows directly from (i) and the corollary
to Theorem 4 in [9], since y(0,a)s is a
multiplicative function of a (in the sense
of (9]).
Waring's formula follows from Theorem 3 if we put =l (the
maximum element in Hn) in (16) using the fact (proved in [9])
r r
that the number of w s RHn of type X =(1 2 2...), which we will
denote (n), is equal to
n! _n!
1! r 1!2! r 2!'''
If we generalize the formula for a in (15) and consider
the functions k = a Z (T,a)s it is not difficult to[T ,7] Y [TET] a
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verify that k =[T,7r] aa~= k and that k is the product
H k, , where the product is over the blocks B of fr and where aBB B
is the partition of B whose blocks are those blocks of a contained
in B. We can use this to express the product of monomial sym-
metric functions as a linear combination of any of the symmetric
functions discussed here.
We now prove a well-known result concerning the elementary
symmetric functions.
Theorem 4. Let a = Z c k . Then c 
-= cP
Proof: By (8) and Theorem 1, the coefficient of IyIkV
in X!a is E 6(o,aA7) where r is some fixed partition of
GSey
type X. Thus the coefficient of k9 in a is1
n
= . - - . EA
6(0,aA7r)
6(O,AxW)
6(0,Aw) .
which is symmetric in X and P.
n.
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§3. The Functions h and f .
We now generalize the notions introduced at the beginning
of Section 2 in a way that will allow us to obtain the complete
homogeneous symmetric functions hn Consider the domain set D
to be a set of "balls", and x1 ,x2,... to be "boxes". By a
placing p we mean an arrangement of the balls in the boxes in
which the balls in each box may be placed in some configuration.
The kernel Ker p is the partition reH (D) such that d1 and d2 are
in the same block of n if they are in the same box. The gene-
rating function y(p) of a placing p is the monomial
(number of balls in x.)
x. , that is, y(p)= I (box in which
deD
d lies). The generating function yfP) of a set P of placings is
E y(p).
pcP
The notion of a placing is a generalization of a function,
since to a function f:D+X we can associate the placing F in which
ball d is in box f(d), the balls in each box being in no special
configuration. (Actually placings are similar to reluctant
functions, a generalization of functions defined in [15]).It is
ipportant to note that Ker f = Ker F and y(f) = y(F). If p is
a placing, by the "underlying function" of p we mean the mapping
f:D+X given by: f(d) = x. if ball d is in box x in the placing1 1
p-
Using this terminology, the definitions at the beginning
of Section 2 can be restated as follows:
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X, = {placings p with no configuration and kernel I}
= {ways of placing the blocks of n into distinct boxes}
C = {placings p with no configuration such that no two
balls from the same block of n go into the same box}
21 = {placings p with no configuration such that balls
from the same block of n go into the same box}.
We now define two new families:
f( = {placings p such that within each box the balls from
the same block of it are linearly ordered}.
= {ways of placing the blocks of n into the boxes and
within each box linearly ordering the blocks appearing}.
Put h = y(f/ ), f = y(3, ). We now determine h .
Theorem 5. h7 = X(7)' h X(70 (18)
Proof: Since a placing pe JV, can be obtained by first
placing the balls from B into the boxes and linearly ordering
within each box, then placing the balls from B2 and linearly
ordering again within each box (independently of how the balls
from B1 are ordered), etc. (where B1 ,B2,... are the blocks of it
in some order), it follows that h is the product H Y(,B
blocks B
where J is the set of placings of the balls from B into the
boxes and linearly ordering them within each box.
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In y(JB), each monomial x x2 ... of degree |BI arises |BjlB1 12
times, since there is a one-one correspondence between
u 1  U 2
{p41Y(p) = x 1 x 2 ... 1 and linear orderings of B, namely
'1 '2
to each such placing associate the linear ordering obtained by
taking first the balls in xi in the given order, then those in
x2 , and so on.
Hence y(B)=IBI hIB so y(BI)=|B lilB 2  ...hB hB
i.e., h, = (7 !hXn
The relationship between the h's and the k's is given by the
following
Theorem 6. h = X(AAr)!k ' (19)
Proof: For each function f:D+X with kernel a, the number of
pe ,V, with underlying function f is the number of ways
of putting balls D in boxes X as prescribed by f and
then linearly ordering within each box the elements
from the same block of ff, i.e., the number of ways of
independently linearly ordering the elements within each
block of c A . This number is just X(c A 7)!. Since
this depends only on a (for fixed r) and not on f, we
have hT ka
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Corollary. If h = Ed k , then d = d .
1' yy y y
Proof: same as the proof of Theorem 4, replacing the
function 6(0,aAff) with X(a7i)!, both of which are
symmetric in a and ff.
Formula (19) can be better dealt with using the following
result.
Lemma. E
as [ T
(20)
,7r]
Proof : Let f (T ,7) = E |1 y(T ,a)
aC [T ,T]
It is clear that f(T,r) = H ( E
i aEHT (B.)
I (0,a) I),
B1 , B21... being the relative blocks of [T,f] .
Hence it suffices to show that E Iy (0,a)|=n!
n
But E I.y(O, a), = E (n) O!,1 1 1r2 ...(i-lf
ase Af -n
0 0
X1-n 1 r r2
1O 20
= Z (# of permutations a in the symmetric group Sn
o -n
of type X)
ONN"AIR., A 11 IN i 1 16 , - OWWVIMM , -,ft M MIN N - 1, " li - "o WY.W
11y ( T, C)j- = *, (T , 7T) !
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= |SnI (where |AI = number of elements in A)
=n
Note: The lemma also follows easily from the results on the
lattice of partitions in [9].
We now obtain the relationship between the h's and the k's, a's,
and s's.
Theorem 7. (i) k = Ir ya) ,
ff a>r 111(0 ,a) I T<aF
(ii) h = I P (0, a)Isa
a<Ir
1i s | (a,r)h
(iv) a = E (sign a) X (a,r) ! h
(v) h Tr = E (sign a) .X (a ,r) ' a a
G <7r
(vi)
(i)
1 + E h tn = exp ( E s tn)
n>l n n>l n n
h = E X( aAl)lka =E ( E I (0, T) ka
Cr a T.SaA
= IP(0,T) IZ ka-
T<7ra>T
Invert twice to obtain (21) .
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
Proof :
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(ii) We showed in (i) that h
since E ka> T
= - I(, E kg , and
T 'c, -;"T
= S .the result follows.
(iii) Apply M8bius inversion to (ii)
a = E P (O,a)saa<iTa
= Z p(0O,a)- 1 E p(T-,a) h
Cr< rIy,(0,a) - <C T
= Z (sign a) E y (T ,a) h
C<IT <
T<1T' as [T ,]
(sign a)y(T,a))h
= E (sign T) ( E
T<7r asI'u(T,7]
jp(T,a) I)hT
= E (sign T)X(T,if)! hT
T<7r
Proved in the same way as (iv)
Follows from (ii) and the corollary to theorem 4
in [9].
Corollary 1. {h } is a basis for n
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
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Corollary 2. The mapping 9: Zn +( given by 9(a )=hnn
satisfies
(i) 9 Is an involution, i.e., 92 = I.
(ii) The s 's are the eigenvectors of 9, with
G(s ) = (signX).s .
Proof: (i) This is equivalent to showing that if aX = ECq hP
then hX = Ec a . But this follows from (iv) and (v)
of Theorem 7.
(ii) Let ffeX. Then
() = e(s) = (C(,) a(S y (a, n) a)
= ~~ Eyawh
= sign.C E p(a,1)h
= (sign7r) s .
- (signk) sA
It is now time to determine what f= a() is. If
then clearly ker p>i. For T>T and fe V(. the number .
of pC a with underlying function f is the number of ways of
placing the blocks of f in the boxes as prescribed by f (which
makes sense since ker f>fr) and then linearly ordering the blocks
-- im"WOOP -, - 0 '' , V WOMM=
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in each box. The number of blocks of 7 in the various boxes is
A A2''''' ,p, where X(7, T)=(1' 2''' ''p) Hence the number
of ps S, with underlying function f is X1 ! 2 .
Thus
f =E
T> 7r
X(Or,T)! k T
X(7TT)! kT
T>ff a C7r,T]
a>Tr
|p(7r,a) I
|p(7,G) I
I(11,a) I)
E
T>aC
s, C
Thus 9(k d = 9( ; p(r,7)T
a)11
s5)
= i p(r,a) (sign a)s
a>7 a
= (sign n) E
0>17
= (sign 7T)ff,1.
Thus we ha
the k's.
ve proved that the f I1.'s are
Defining f = 1- f 1 (where
the images under 9 of
ffcX), which mkkes sense
' ' p ! = .I ' , )
Hence,
(27)
k
T
(28)
I|yp(7rc)|Is 
a
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since y (f -r) depends only on the type of w, we have proved
Theorem 8. (i) 9(kx) = (sign A)f
(ii) fr = I A ,T)!kr
T> T
(iii) f = E Iy (ia)| sG
Corollary. In the image of k under 9, all monomials appearing
have coefficients of the same sign, namely the sign of X.
Most of the relationships among the k 's, s 's, a 's,
h'Is, and f 's have been stated by this point. All others(for
example the h's in terms of the f's) can easily be obtained from
these, and are listed in Appendix 1.
fl-
S4. The Vector Space ,.
It is interesting to note that for most results proved
so far, no use is made of the fact that k , a , etc. are really
symmetric functions and hence that k = k for w,a of the same
type. For example, not only is the matrix (c l) given by
a = c k ,symmetric, but so is the matrix c given by
a = Ec k,, name c. = 6(0,wAa). Another example is the fact
a
that =(s ) (sign iT)s,, which implies that 9 (s ) = (sign X)s ,
but which is a stronger result (for example, if we showed that
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9 (s ) = ((sign a) s + (sign T) s ) with ff, a, and T all of
type X, it would follow :that 9(s ) = (sign X)s X).
These considerations lead us to define a vector space Z,
the vector space over Q freely generated by the symbols
{kT l EHn}. We then define elements a , s 7T, 7, ,, in E by
a = Z k (29)
a:aAT=0 a
S = a (30)
a> 7ra
h = E X(aAt)' k (31)
a
7r X Or a)~ a (32)
a> 7r
Since all other formulas obtained in the previous two sections
and in Appendix 1 can be obtained from these by Mobius inversion
and similar techniques, they all hold in Z7 Hence {a 1, {S },
{hT}, and {I ,} are bases of Z. Also, if we define the mapping
by (a,) = h,, using formulas (24), (25), and the same
method as in the proof of part (ii) of Corollary 2 to Theorem
7, it follows that 9 is an involution with eigenvectors si,
Summarizing the results obtained so far, we have
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Theorem 9. (i) {a ) {}, {S }, and { } are bases of 2.
(ii) The matrices (c U) and (d ) given by
If'J
a = c k and h =Ed are symmetric.iT a itfa a 7 a Tra a
(iii) is an involution
(iv) (s ) = (sign ff)s
(v) () = (sign ff)l
Now we define a mapping $: 27+Z'by #k T)=k (= X (T)k (T).
By the results of the previous two sections, we have
Theorem 10. $(a) = a, $p(s ) =s,7, $(h7) = h)
The interesting fact of this section, and one that will be
useful in the next two sections is that there is a map
$ : Z+'- such that $$ = I = identity map on Z . To see this,
we define elements A X, 9, ?fH, and in Z by X= k
A = E a , etc., and elements KX, AX, S , H., and F. in E
ITex
n!
by K = k = )IAIk (where we recall that ( ) = l
is the number of ffeln of type A), A = a = )X!a, etc.
Let $: Z + be defined by $ (K) = , and let 'T' be the
image under $ of Z (i.e., 'E' is the subspace of spanned
by {k 1). We then have the following theorem.
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Theorem 11. (i)
(ii)
(iii)
are all in ''
*(A) = ,*(S) = etc.
*
$ = I =identity map on Z
= E a = 'I ( 
r CA Tel a: kC)aAw=0a
= E (# of uEX s.t.
CY
a n=0)k
But clearly (# of ueA s.t. aAr = O)depends
only on the type p of a (for fixed A), so
call this number c .
ThenAA = c ( k) = c .P
Therefore A s 2'
Similarly for S , H,, and F .
(ii) A = c
(iii)
with c as above.
Therefore $ = c c $(i() = c Kp.
Therefore A = c K
Applying # , $(A) = c Ap (K)= Ec P =A
P P
Similarly for and Xb
(K )=0( )=K,, so the result holds.
Proof: (i)
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§5. Hall's Inner Product
In this section we define an inner product on E in such a
*~
way that : EE is an isometry with respect to the inner prod-
uct on E defined by Philip Hall (see [18]). Again in this section,
many familiar results holding for Hall's inner product hold in
their stronger form for Z , and also certain computations of
inner products in E can be facilitated by translating them,
*
via # , to computations in E which are usually simpler.
Hall's inner product on E is defined by taking
(h~ ,P )=6 (and extending by bilinearity). We define an inner
product on E by putting (h ,k )=n'6 a. The notation ( , ) for
both inner products is the same, but this should cause no
confusion.
Theorem 12. (i) This inner product is symmetric, i.e.,
(f,g)=(g,f) for f,g e E.
*~
(ii) $ : + is an isometry, i.e.,
* *($ (f), $ (g))=(f,g) for f,geE.
(iii) (S )a = s -_P 
_F
(iv) 0: Z + Z is an isometry.
Proof: (i) follows from Theorem 9 (ii), together with
the following easily proved fact from linear algebra: If V
is any vector space, {v.} and {w.} two bases such that
Producf
v.=Ec. .w., then the innerA(,) on V defined by (v ,w )=6.. is
1m.1)) 1 ) j 1i
symmetric if and only if the matrix (c..) is symmetric.
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*
(ii) It suffices to show that ($ *(b) ),$ (b'))=(bX ,b'P )for
some pair of bases {b',} of Z'.
(* (H x) * (K )) = (I , i)
= I 6 n
*ITSX in
= n! 6
= n' ()
(# of ireX)
.i'
(H F ,K ) = (( )X'h ,PJ X
( ) nXP X
= 6 ( n)2
= 6).( )(.)
= 6) ( )
Therefore
(iii) ( T , s ) Y
1
y1 (T a0 ( v
v11a
n
~(6 ,i W7
X' 1y
x! Ix I
.X'lI|
.n!
K ) .
Now,
= (Eh krE
arEy 1
And ( ) I I11 k )
(Tor', ) hT kv)IV> aT
TE: [CF IT]
y1 (T ,T)=6a7r01
($ (H ,* (K ) ) (H ,
= ( y<
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(iv) (a(s ), e(sa)) = ((sign7r)s , ,(sign a)s )
= (sign 7T) (sign a) (s,, s )
= ( s,2)
Corollary.
Proof:
(since (s ,s ) = 0 if 734a)
(i) Hall's inner product on Z is symmetric
r 11r 2r 1r 2
(ii) (s ) = 6 1 ri' r2 1..,if X=(1 2
(iii) e: C + C is an isometry
(i) (f,g)=($ (f), (g))=( (g), (f))=(g,f)
(ii) (sx, s ) = (SX, S ) = )
n ( ) n
= n(X) (n)
( 7T ,
Tr E:
as
Ap (n) 2
XP (n) 2
X
v 'IV(Sr %)S
n ) y(0n)
x I P ( 0 , 7 F
( )|(0,7)0
=16 . lr 2r2r
1=
Or6 A~)
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(iii) (W(s ), O(s )) = ((sign X)s,, (sign y)s )
= (sign X) (sign y) (s,,s)
= (s ,s ) (since (s,,s )=0 if Xfy)
All inner products involving the functions studied so far
are easily calculated, and are listed in Appendix 2.
§6. The Kronecker Inner Product
The Kronecker inner product on E is a mapping from
ExE+E which reflects the Kronecker inner product of represen-
tations of Sn in the same way as Hall's inner product mirrors
the inner product of representations. Since we are assuming
no knowledge of group theory, we can define the Kronecker
inner product, which we denote [ , ], as follows:
1 E [ ]c s , E [ ] d s ]= [n] (c d )s (33)n. Xe-n Xe-n Xn
where cX, d, sQ and [ ]= n' r (0,) (for XEA)
V 21 r1 '2 r2!.
This mapping is bilinear, and it is easily verified that
[sX - = (S ,s S (34)X 'X'Ti X
X
In E, we define [ , ]: E x E -+ E to be the bilinear map
with [s ,s ]= (s ,s) ns = 6 - jy(0,-) s,.
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Parallelling Theorem 11, we have
Theorem 13.
p
(
(i.
Proof:
(i) [ , ] is symmetric on 2 , i.e., Ewith
roduct given by [ , I is a commutative algebra.
* * *
ii) $ [fg] = [$ (f),$ (g)] for f,geZ-, i.e.,
*: + is an algebra homomorphism.
* *
ii) [f,g] = $[$ (f),$ (g)] for f,geE.
iv) Z: satisfies [h(I), (g=[2,] for
,ge E, i.e., is an algebra homomorphism.
(i) [S , s a = (S,, s ) s
A I\.. AU r, )
= (S ,s a)sa (since (s ,sa)=0 i7i's)
= (S s ) s
The result follows by bilinearity.
(ii) It suffices, by bilinearity, to show that
$ [SS] = [$ (S),4 (S )]H
Now, * [S, ] = $( (n) Hn) (S ,sp)s)
= $ n 2 ni s )
*( )|p(0,1 )|
* n'
=y6 |y (0,)I "U
= 
6X . | (0,7)| AX
(for weX)
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and [$ (SX)= [ , S I
= Z [s , s 
= r6 E,(s , s ) s
n!
1' s
= 6 . (0 ,r)t Tre X
= 6 n! (for 7rEA)
yP(0,7T)|
which proves (ii)
*
(iii) Apply $ to (ii) and use the fact that $ = I
(iv) E (s 7) , (s )]=[(sign T) s , (sign a) s ]
(Si3n r)(sin a) [s ,' ] = [7,s I, since [s. T,s ] = 0 if ff4a
Part (iii) of the preceding theorem can be used to translate
computations of the Kroneck.er inner product in E to a computa-
fu
tion in Z , which is usually easier. As an example, let us
compute [h ,hh]:
= |y(0,T)| I (0,v) [s ,SV]
T,.7r V 5a
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= E
T<11,a
= E
T.<ija
=n! E
T< 7A a
= n! hWA
| 1.(0,T) I
p(10,T)
|1y(0,T) I
[sj I ]
IT IsTI (since [sT sV 1=0
n!
y, (0,T)I
'IV
S T
Thus, [h,h ]
(n) p(n)
=
( ) y!( )
= -LLP
(n!)
(n!) T
(n!
$[ 7T,
sr C
E
CF Cy
hi]
$(h )
'rAa
ex,asy
E(XTAa)! hX( )
This shows that [h,,h ] is a positive linear combination of h's
which can be interpreted to say something interesting about
if T/v)
[Hx I H I
$ (H) (H )]
fe CA cy-
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permutation representations of Sn. Also, since
[a ,aa] = [e(a), 9(a)] = [hT ,h] = n' h ,
it follows that [a,,a] is a positive linear combination of
h 's, again a fact of interest.
p
A complete list of Kronecker products of the various
bases is to be found in Appendix 3.
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Appendix 1.
1. sf1 = I k
a> iT k
2. a~ T= k
aY:acrA r=O 0
Connections between Bases
k = I y (ra)s
az 7ra
k E T7T T:ldi 7r E<
y (a T) a
a C
a = E y(0,a)s
ar< 7r
s17 = E sign(rra)f
a 7r
- = y 0 , ) ,<7a
f = EI (n a)
a>r
s
aY
5. h
7T
= a A 7T=O
6. h =
aTr<f I
(sign a)f a
|y (0,a)Is
f =l (T, )IT- T I V ( I a<T y (a,T)h
S I V(a,7r)h
7iT p Ii' (0 rla<7T C
7. h Z X(TAa) ! k
8. a = E (sign a)(T A a)!fit
k = E)
I T w yZ7 1(0-, T)| a<T
f = IVOr,-) I z
ST>7 1(0 ,T)
y (a,T)h
p(a ,t) aa
9. k =
a> T
sign (T,a) X (w,a)!f f = I X(7T,a)
a>r
= E (sign a)X(a,n)!h
a<7T
h = E (sign a)X(a,T)! a10. a7t
k
ay
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Appendix 2. The Inner Product on
1. (h ,k
2. (s ,sa)
3. (h ,sa)
4. (a ,s a)
5. (a 7, a)
= n! 67raU
= 6 n'
'i p (0,?ir)|
= n! ?(a,r )
1ifaw
, where C(a,r) =
10 if not
= n!(sign a) C(a,)
= n! A(a A7 )'
AV n if ffAa =0
6 . (a 7, ha) f i f Aa 0
0 if rAa # 0
7. (k7kr )= n
*' a' _,
8. (a ,r ,k
9. (h ,h )
10. I's a
ly (0,T) 
= n! (sign a) X(a,r)'
= n' X (aArf) '
= n'. Cr (Taa)
= n'I P Or ,'
C(a,'r)
a,T)
Is
y/ (0,k IT) |
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= (sign Tr);(sign ()n!12. ( )
13. ( ,Ia )
T>TVa '
= n! X(7r , ) ! C, (7ra)
14. ( ,s ) = (sign T) (sign c) n! Cir) ?(7,cOa)
15. ( ,a ) = n! (sign 7)6Tr cr ?T C
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Appendix 3. The Kronecker Inner Product on Z
. [ s ] = 6 siT a i (0 Tr) 7 C
2. [hT ,s ] = n! C(a,7r) Sa
3. [a ,s ]
R T a
5. [k ,s ]a
6. [h ,h ]
Tr a
7. [a~ ,aa]
8. [a ,h]
9. k ,h]
10. [ , ]
11. [k ,aC
= n (sign a) C(a,w)
= n! r (,a)
= n! CP(TIa (IT 0 ) y
= n~i 7TA a
= n hwA
= n a
= n!
= n!
E
TC [T ,a]
TE [w,a]
= n! (sign 7T)
S
IV
S
y('rTr)s|p (T) s
P (T  S
|P(7T,T) |S
TS [7T Ga]
12. fk ,ka] =n!
Tr a_ _
|y T)P (,T) T,
I P(0 T) I r
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= n!
14. jk ,7T I = n'
(7TI )1,1 (CI s
'P (0,T)sT
15. [7 ,a ] = n! (sign fr) E:
TE [r ,a]
y (Trr)s
13. [R , ] IcI
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PART III. A Hopf Algebra Arising from the Lattice of
Partitions of a Set
We investigate here an interesting Hopf algebra which
arises from a study of the lattice of partitions of a set. The
notation and terminology followed is that used in [9] and [45],
but we will quickly summarize the necessary definitions.
A unitary algebra (from now on referred to as an algebra)
over a field k (of characteristic 0 throughout this paper) is
a triple (A,M,p),where A is a vector space (over k), M:A 8 A+A
is a map called multiplication, and p:k+A a map called the
unit map, satisfying
(i) M *(i S M)=M o(M e I): A oA o A+A (ass6ciativity)
(ii) MPO(I O y)=Mo(pOI)=I:Ask=k 0 A=A+A (unitary property).
A non-unitary algebra is a pair (A,M) satisfying (i).
If A,B are algebras (by abuse of notation we refer to the
algebra (A,M,p) as A), a alqebra homomorphism f:A+B is a k-
linear mapping which "preserves" multiplication and the unit
map, i.e.,
(i) MB D(ff fMA: A A+B
(ii) foy A = 1B: k+B
A non-unitary algebra homomorphism is defined in the obvious
way.
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If A,B are algebras we can define an algebra structure on
A e B by letting MAB A0PlB)o(I @ T &±) :A 0 B 0 A B+A @ 8
where T: A 0 B+B 0 A is the twist map a 0 bT b 0 a, and letting
PA 0 B = PA B: k = k 0 k-+ A 0 B
A similar construction can be defined for the tensor product of
non-unitary algebras.
The corresponding notions for coalgebras are obtained by
turning around the arrows. More precisely, a coalgebra over k
is a triple (C,A,s) where C is a vector space, A:C+C 0 C a map
called comultiplication, and c:C-k a map called the counit, such
that
(i) (I OA)*A = (A 0 I)*A:C+C 0 C 0 C (coassociativity)
(ii) (s 0 I)oA = (I Og) o A = I: C+k & C = C 0 k = C
If C,D are co&lgebras, a coalgebra homomorphism f:C+D is a k-
linear transformation satisfying
(i)
(ii)
ADo f (f 0 f CoA :C-+D 0 D
C 0 f = : C-:-k
If C,D are coalgebras, we define a coalgebra structure on C 0 D
by letting A A (I 0 T 0 I)D(AC 0 AD): C ( D+C 0 D 0 C 0 D and
C D C 0 ED: C 0 D+k = kek.
A bialgebra over k is a system (H,M,y,A,E) where (H,M,V) is
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an algebra and (H,A,s) a coalgebra, and in which A:H-+H 0 H
and e:H-*k are both algebra homomorphisms (or, as can be shown
to be an equivalent condition, M:H 4 H-H and p:k+H are co-
algebra homomorphisms).
If A is an algebra, C a coalgebra, we can define an alge-
bra structure on Hom (C,A) (the vector space of k-linear maps)
by defining M(f a g)=f*g=Mko(f 0 g)oAC: C+A
p(x)(c) = 1AC(x-c) for xek, ccC
If H is a bialgebra, it is called a Hopf algebra if the
identity map I:H+H is invertible in the algebra Hom (H,H). In
this work, we will exhibit a Hopf algebra H for which the sub-
commutative
monoid of Hom(H,A) (A anywalgebra) consisting of algebra homo-
morphisms has a very interesting structure.
A partially ordered set P is called locally finite if for
every pair x<y in P, the segment [x,y] defined by [x,y]=
{zePix<z<y} is finite. As is done in [16] and (45], given any
locally finite partially ordered set P, we can define a co-
algebra (C(P),A,c) by letting C(P) be the vector space over k
generated by the segments of P, and defining
A([x,y]) = E [x,z] o [z,y]
ze[x,y]
f.if x-y
C([x'y]) = 6(x,y) =1
0 if x/y
More generally, given an order-compatible equivalente
relation ^. on the segments of P (see (9]), we can define a co-
algebra C(P,'V) by taking the vector space generated by all
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equivalence classes (or types) c,,y,... of segments of P, and
defining
AWc~ = I a 0 Y
1 if a consists of one-point segments
to if not.
where a ] is the incidence coefficient defined in [1]. It
should be noted that if n is any equivalence relation on the
segments of P, the subspace J( ) of C(P) generated by all ele-
ments [x,y] - [u,v] where [x,y] Au [u,v] is a coideal of C(P)
(see[5]) iff 11w is order-compatible, and in that case, C(P,%)
is the quotient coalgebra C(P) /
In this work we consider the lattice 1 (S) of partitions
n of an infinite set S into a finite number of blocks, ordered
by refinement. That is, a<n if every block of a is contained
in a block of ff. It is easily shown that a segment [a,T] in
H (S) is isomorphic to the direct product of k1 copies of
1H , k2 copies of f 2'' ... , where H n is the lattice of partitions
of an n-set and ki is the number of blocks of n which consist
of i blocks of a. To each segment [a,n] of H(S) we associate
the sequence ?=(1,1,...,2,2...,...) of k1 one's, k2 2's,...,
k k
sometimes written X=(1 12 2), or equivalently the monomial
x k1  k6a1sI 2. -.= , where X1 ,X2 ,... are indeterminates. The
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equivalence relation -' defined by putting [a,W7][a',7'] iff
they have the same associated sequence (i.e., iff the numbers
k ,2,... are the same for both segments) is easily shown to be
order-compatible. The type of the segment [a,7] is the sequence
A or the monomial X k 1xk2..., and the type (n) or Xn is often
written as n. We will use the symbols A,p,v,p for types.
If 7<T and B is a block of T, then by 7rn B we mean the
the partition of B consisting of those blocks of 7 contained
in B.
Finally, by k[XI we mean the algebra of all polynomials
over k in indeterminates X1 ,X2 ,..., (with usual multiplication),
by k{X} we mean the non-unitary algebra of polynomials in
XX2, ... over k with no constant term., and if A is a k-algebra,
by A[[t]] we mean the set (not algebra) of all formal power
series in t over A with no constant term.
A Bialgebra
We now study the coalgebra C(H,') where I = H(S) and % is
the equivalence relation defined earlier. As a vector space,
C(H,n) = k{X} , so we have defined a coalgebra structure on k{X}.
Now, let e = E n ]X y , where yly2,... are new in-
determinates. Let [a,T] be of type XmXn, i.e., T has two blocks
B and B', and B contains m blocks of a, B' contains n. If
76[0,T] is such that [an B, 7rflB] is of type X k X 2k2... and
[anB',irnB'] is of type X1k X2k
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... , then clearly (a,7rj is of
k1+kj k2+k k k2 ki k
type X 2 = (X 1  x 2 ... (Xl X2 ... Also, if
1 2
[WlB,B] is of type X 1X2 ... and [7rnB',B'] of type Xl X2 ''''
t 2 X 2 21'~ 1 +2 £1 22then tir,T] is of type X 1 x2 ... =(X1 X 2 ..
(X1 X2 ... ). Thus
X X
m n
y. j v,p,v ,p
v+v '= , p+p '=y
V m n ,] for all m,n,Xy,
v,p v',p
where the addition of sequences is defined by
k k2 .) k+ k k +k' k2+k
(1 2 .. )+(l 2 ... )=(l 2
generally, X X 2
L A:M
v+v' V'
It follows that rm n] is the coefficient of XYU in *m-n.More
. is the coefficient of XxYP in r 2
-~
This is the same as saying that
1 .22
L X " is the coefficient
of XA 0 XP in (, p v p x x) r1 ( [xv Xp) 2 0 . 0,
where the multiplication is that in the tensor product (non-
unitary) algebra k{X} 0 k {X1 (since k{X} 0 k{X} and k{X,Y} are
isomorphic as (non-unitary) algebras). In other words,
[ r r2  xj X ( EX 1 1 x 1 1)
X2~~~~A ''' X M(eX)
r 2
(X_ ) ...
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But this is just
A(X r X2 r...) = A(X 1 )r1 A(X2 ) 2
k1 k 2 1 if k =0 Vi/1
Also, e(X 1 X2 2 ...) = not so
k 1  k 2 k1 k2
e(X 1 X2 k (X1 ) (X2 k.. . Thus we have proved
Theorem 1. A:C(H,%)+C(H,%) 0 C(T,%) and e:C(,') +k are non-
unitary algebra homomorphisms.
Now extend the definitions of A and c from k{X} to k[X] by
A(l) = 1 0 1 , e(l) = 1.
Then (k[X], A,s) clearly remains a coalgebra, and A and e still
preserve multiplication. Also, A(l) = 1 0 1, ite identity
in k[X] 0 k[X], and c(l) = 1, so A and e preserve the identity
elements. Hence we have
Theorem 2. k[X] is a bialgebra under ordinary multiplication
and the coalgebra structure obtained from the lattice H(S).
If A is any algebra, then as was discussed in section 1,
we can define an algebra structure on Hom (k[X], A). For
X ) = f [ (1)f,geHom(k[XIA), f*g(X ) = f(X )9(X )I t~~~l.~)
VIP
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The identity in this algebra is s:k[X]+kCA.
As is shown in [9], though not using the present termi-
nology, if A is commutative then the subset Alg (k[X], A) of
unitary algebra homomorphisms is a submonoid of Hom (k[X], A)
which is anti-isomorphic to the monoid (A[[t]],O) of power
series in t over A with no constant term under the operation of
(functional) composition. The anti-isomorphism is obtained by
associating to f e Alg (k[X], A) the power series
0 f(X )
F (t) = E in tn
n=1
The fact that this is an anti-morphism is the statement that
F (t) = F (Ff(t)).
Hence we have proved
Theorem 3. Alg (k[X], A) is anti-isomorphic to the monoid
(A[[t]],*) under the mapping
f(X )
- n>l n'
Taking A = k[X], we have
F (t)= t
x
n n
F (t) .E - t
n>l
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where I:k[X]-+k[X] is the identity map. FI(t) is invertible in
(k(X)[[t]],*) (where k(X) is the quotient field of k[X], i.e.,
the field of rational functions in X1 , X2, ...), since F (t)
has no constant term (in t) and non-zero coefficient of t
(these are easily seen to be the criteria for a power series
in t to be invertible with respect to composition). Its in-
verse does not lie in k[X] [[t]], since the coefficient of
00 X -l
t in ( E ntn is . Thus we have
n=ln.
Theorem 4. The bialgebra k[X] is not a Hopf algebra, since
I E Hom (k[X],k[X])is not invertible. However, I is invertible
in the extension Hom (k[X], k(X)) of Hom (k[X], k[X]), its in-
verse being the algebra homomorphism S:k[X]+k(X) for which
X 
-l
S(X ) is the coefficient of tn/n' in ( E tn i.e.,
n 1 n.
m S(X ) n 0 Xn n -l
E - tnE ii ( I tn
n=l n. n=l
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Let us now adjoin 1 to k[X], obtaining k(X1 )[X], and
extend A to k(X )[X] by defining
A (--) - L-e -X X X
A (a = ( - 1 - A(a)
Xn Xn XX1 1 1
for any ack[X] (the multiplication takes place in the
algebra k(X1 )[XI 0 k(X )X]). It is easy to verify that
k(X1 )[X] remains a bi-algebra. Since every algebra homo-
morphism from k(X1 )[X] to an algebra A arises from some
fcAlg(k[X], A) for which f(X1 ) is invertible in A, it fol-
lows that the set Alg(k(X1 )[X], A) is in one-to-one corres-
pondence with the subset A[[t]] of A[[t]] consisting of
those power series in t for which the coefficient of t is
*
invertible in A. Clearly A[[t]] is a submonoid of A[[t]],
and is in fact the submonoid of invertible elements of A[[t]].
Now, for f, ge Alg(k(X1 )[X], A), f*g(X ) is the same as
T*g(X ) where T and g are the restrictions of f and g to
k[X] and ?*g is computed in Alg(k[X], A). Hence
*
Alg(k(X1 )[X], A) is anti-isomorphic (as a monoid) to A[[t]]
For the case A = k(X1 )[X], the existence of an inverse
to the identity map I on k(X1 )[X] is equivalent to the
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invertibility of
x
Xn n
n>l
in k(X )L[X]LLt]] . But this is easily verified, since the
X a
coefficient of t n in ( I tn is of the form n with
n>l n. n
a k[Xl], and the coefficient of t is (which is certainly
n _xl
invertible in k(X 1 ) LX] ) .
Hence we have shown
Theorem 5. k(X 1) [X] with comultiplication as described
above is a Hopf algebra. The inverse to the identity map I
in Hom(k(X) [X],k(X ) [X]) is the algebra homomorphism s:
k(X ) [X]+k(X ) [X] for which s(X ) is the coefficient of tn n!
1- n 1
in ( in. tn -l Further, if A is any commutative algebra,
n>l1n
Alg(k(X 1) [X], A) is anti-isomorphic to the monoid of in-
vertible power series in t over A with respect to the ope-
ration of composition, under the mapping
f (Xn n
f Alg (k(X )[X],, A)-F (t) = I n ) t .fl~(X ] f n>l !
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